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Dedication 

One of the reasons I write is because I read. Words touch me and 

move me. The words of others sometimes make concrete the variety of 

ideas and emotions, concepts and streaming thoughts that swirl in my 

heart and mind. I write, not as one who has arrived, but as one who is on 

a journey and yearns for companionship on the way. 

My heartfelt thanks also to those over the years who have been 

instrumental in my spiritual growth, and who grew together with me in 

learning groups. Your love, honesty and willingness to let me use you as 

human guinea pigs in creatively experimenting have impacted me and 

what I have written.  

These integrated articles aligns itself with recent breakthroughs in 

learning theory, which simply return to God’s ancient way of learning. 

He designed us, and also knows how we learn best. My passion is to 

release in young Christians this hunger to share the most amazing story 

ever told. 

These thoughts have been rattling around since the 2010’s. 

However, I first heard the title, “Together on Mission,” from my son-in-

law, Pastor Travis Twyman. Those three words have drawn together the 

scattered thoughts I had been gathering. Thanks again, Travis! 
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I.  Inviter’s & Includers 

I view myself as the LAST person who should be writing a book 

on sharing my faith. This area is certainly the weakest part of my 

Christian journey, even after forty+ years. I need friends to keep 

stirring me up here. And I also still have a deep inner desire to 

overcome my fears and perceived weakness and actually do it.  

Perhaps that is my greatest qualification, my weakness.  

I’m very much like most of you! 

Perhaps that makes me “qualified” to write a book with the first 

section designed to be a conversation starter on how to begin 

sharing our faith. I certainly have a ton of empathy for my friends 

out there who struggle in this arena. 

Witnessing is the first ministry to which Jesus called His 1st 

century disciples. Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of 

men.”Yet for most of us in the 21st century, we still sweat bullets!  
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These short articles chapters are reflections as a dialog piece to 

stimulate actively sharing our faith in natural ways with those we 

come in contact with on the way to doing life. Jesus modeled 

something very powerful during His ministry.  

Begin with Jesus and His sufficiency to connect with and to 

meet the deepest human need, like Jesus did. Jesus came to restore 

His original and ongoing Eden intent and to bring His plan to its 

proper end. I believe we need to recover for today the power in this 

simpler, community-based “how-to” of actively sharing the Gospel 

of the Beautiful News of Jesus Christ.   

Read through the Gospel of John during this first section, more 

than once if possible. Read with a BIG-small-BIG approach, reading 

rapidly for the big-picture, then engaging small sections more 

leisurely before reading rapidly again to put it back together. The 

BIG sheds light on the small and the small helps inform the BIG. 

NOTES: 



 

1. Telling HIS Story: The Gospel of John 

The Good News is simple, not complex, yet incredibly powerful.  

I wonder if perhaps we may over complicate the simplicity of 

sharing Jesus today. In the first five years of my Christian life I had 

memorized a half dozen presentations of the Good News. When we 

went to Europe to serve as missionaries, our team did a fresh study 

of what the Good News is. The deeper I dove, the surer I was that 

the Gospel was simple: telling Jesus’ story about His death and 

resurrection. Paul cut to the chase. 

[As] the serpent deceived Eve by his craftiness, your 

minds will be led astray from the simplicity and purity of 

devotion to Christ (2 Corinthians 11:3, NASB emphasis). 

In the Gospel of John, Jesus provides a powerful example of 

how to share the Good News relationally as inviters-&-includers. 

Story (or narrative for those English majors) powerfully 

communicates! When we begin to see ourselves in the story, 

resistance weakens, and our hearts begin to open to possibilities. 

I want to get back to the “simplicity and purity of devotion to 

Christ.” As we share with others, Jesus is at the center. Jesus is still 

popular in this current generation, even if the Bible or the church is 

not. The story of Jesus is compelling. Rightfully understood, Jesus 

is altogether attractive. And His resurrection is the tipping point, the 

focus of most of the evangelistic sermons in the Book of Acts. 

Even as the 1st century physically rubbed shoulders with Jesus 

let’s engage people with the non-fiction story of Jesus, his 

biography. Encourage those seeking Jesus to read the Gospel of 

John with you, His life and death, His resurrection and ascension.  

Simply ask together: “Who is Jesus?” “How did Jesus treat 

others?” “What was His mission?” “How can I connect with such a 

Man?” Story powerfully engages seekers in the stunning simplicity 

of Jesus to join His ongoing adventure. In His introduction to John’s 

Gospel, Eugene Petersons’ The Message nails Jesus’ style.  

“Jesus doesn’t impose salvation as a solution; he narrates 

salvation into being through leisurely conversation, 

intimate personal relationships, compassionate 
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responses, passionate prayer, and—putting it all 

together—a sacrificial death. We don’t casually walk away 

from words like that.”  

Jesus, the “Word,” came to have an impact. Engage our culture 

today in a way so they cannot “casually walk away.” Jesus 

approached people where His life and provision would be most 

accessible to the individual so they might respond. He encountered 

people in a way that touched the raw edges of their lives. He became 

aware of the sharp shard of the shattered image of God that pricked 

them deep within. Then He brought His life and His Father’s heart 

to bear on that deep need as the only lasting answer. 

John had looked perfect Love in the eye and watched perfect 

love live. Now in His Gospel, John majored on these universal life 

needs, ancient echoes, keys to unlock the heart. Some responded; 

some did not. Universal needs though demand an eternal answer. 

Each one experienced a living touch of compassion from Jesus, the 

Life that is the Light of every person. He calls us to imitate His style 

as we give those around us a touch of the care of Christ. That’s why 

John clearly tells us the purpose for which he wrote. 

Jesus performed many other signs in the presence of his 

disciples, which are not recorded in this book. But these 

are written that you may believe that Jesus is the 

Messiah, the Son of God, and that by believing you may 

have life in his name (John 20:30-31, emphasis). 

As you read John’s Gospel, carefully note three distinctive 

features, all designed to powerfully draw His audience to believe. 

First, John wrote his Gospel around seven miracles,1 called signs to 

underscore that they are signposts pointing to Jesus. Signs 

demonstrate the Reality of His words. Jesus promises that we have 

the same Helper partnering in these signs as He did, the Holy Spirit. 

“When the Advocate comes, whom I will send to you from 

the Father—the Spirit of truth who goes out from the 

Father—he will testify about me. And you also must 

testify…” (Jesus in 15:26-27 about the Spirit, emphasis). 

We bear witness about Jesus with our walk and our words. The 

Spirit backs what we say as He demonstrate outwardly the Reality 

of what we say as needed with works of compassion and power. 
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Second, note the intensely personal interaction Jesus had with 

those snagged by counterfeits. Jesus lovingly exposed the deceptive 

substitutes that people drew on to fill legitimate, God-given needs. 

Jesus connects with them through leisurely conversation, intimate 

personal relationship, and compassionate responses, like we can. 

Jesus presented life with His Father and with Himself as the only 

legitimate, satisfying option. Here are a few to whet your appetite. 

Nicodemus (purpose): In John 3, Nicodemus was the premier 

teacher in Israel, but approached Jesus secretly. I believe an 

unsatisfied yearning for a more fulfilling spirituality tugged at Nic’s 

heart. He came secretly, at night so his peers would not know the 

inner lack he felt. The sharp shard of the shattered image of God 

could never be satisfied by more learning or teaching…only by 

Jesus. Jesus whispered into his sense of unfulfilled need at the point 

of his awakened conscience, “Nic, to experience true spirituality, 

you must be born from above so I can fill your need for purpose.” 

The Samaritan Woman at the Well (belonging): She 

experienced a relentless, cavernous need within for satisfying 

relationships. The villagers had ostracized her. Five husbands had 

discarded her. She was living unmarried with a sixth man not even 

bothering to marry this time. This jagged shard from the shattered 

image poked and prodded her aloneness and her yearning for 

belonging as Jesus engaged her in John 4.  

The Father directed His Son into her life to pour His Living 

Water into her relational drought. Jesus whispered: “Daughter, your 

yearning for satisfying relationship is met first and foremost in Me 

and only secondarily in community with My people. I am that 

artesian well of living water.” She demonstrated her change from 

the inside out as she spontaneously returned to risk sharing Jesus 

with her village, the very people who had previously ostracized her. 

The Man at the Pool (significance): The lame man in John 5 

had been an invalid for thirty-eight years of his life. The physical 

problem was not the most painful part of his life, however. Jewish 

society and his neighbors had ostracized and marginalized him. He 

was disregarded and dismissed as inconsequential…an “invisible 

person” for thirty-eight years. Jesus asked a question to explore how 

painful the pricks from this fractured piece of God’s image were, a 

need to count and to relate. Jesus whispered into his life-battle, “I 
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see you and care. I have called you to a destiny that is 

consequential.” After Jesus healed him, He directly and lovingly 

confronted the former invalid to change the way he viewed his life. 

Third, look globally at the Gospel of John for the last 

distinctive. Jesus scatters seven “I am…” statement throughout. He 

presents His life as the single answer to their deepest need. “I 

am…” Jesus walked the earth to approach people at their point of 

essential felt need. Jesus whispered into their souls, “I am the 

answer to life’s deepest needs…and yours!”  

1. “I am the Bread of Life,” the One who satisfies the deep 

hunger and thirst within (6:35). 

2. “I am the Light of the World,” the One who gives insight 

and direction to avoid what causes us to stumble (8:12). 

3. “I am the Gate for My Sheep,” the One who opens my life 

for people to go in and out for protection (10:7). 

4. “I am the Good Shepherd,” the One who speaks tenderly, 

protects, and guides the flock (10:11). 

5. “I am the Resurrection and the Life,” the One who gives life 

with an eternal quality (11:25). 

6. “I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life,” the One who is the 

way to the Father, truth about Him, and life from Him 

(14:6). 

7. “I am the True Vine,” the One who provides everything 

needed for a fruitful life through intimate connection (15:1). 

When you have an opportunity to talk to a person about the 

Good News, focus on the simplicity found by focusing on the life of 

Jesus Christ. Tell the stories of Jesus from the Gospels, particularly 

John’s. Bringing people to belief is his stated purpose for writing. 

Jesus is still the way to hearts in the 21st century, although today 

the Father uses His people as His voice and touch to tell His story. 

Let’s relate these 1st century encounters today in such a way that the 

lost world around us may also experience a personal, living touch 

from the Light of the world. New life happens in a faith transaction 

with Jesus. The words are less important than the heart. For me, it 

was a short prayer. “Jesus, I know I can’t live my life the way I 

want. Here is my life as it is, and I’ll take yours back in exchange.” 

Read through the Gospel of John with a BIG-small-BIG style. 



  

2. Telling MY Story 

There is a misnomer within Christian circles that in today’s 

culture there is hostility to Jesus. Yes, to religiosity, but people are 

still open to Jesus. Yet are there enough people who are willing to 

share their faith? The Good News is truly a gift for those outside 

Christ, and also a responsibility for every single follower of Jesus to 

learn to pass it on. Anyone can use these five simple responses. 

1. Begin by asking God for help. As we ask God for grace to 

inconvenience ourselves and give us eyes to see what the Father is 

doing with those around us. He delights to answer such prayers. Ask 

God to use you, open doors, and give you the right words, at the 

right times. Let God lead you and ask Him to fill you with His 

Spirit. 

2. Prepare your 3-minute salvation testimony (“Telling MY 

Story”). People can debate a lot of things. One thing is not debatable 

and that is our personal story. Throughout the centuries, this has 

been one of the most effective ways to reach people. In the selective 

Book of Acts, Paul gave his personal testimony three times and each 

time it brought a stir. We will dig in a bit later regarding how to 

develop our personal 3-minute “Telling MY Story.” 

3. Keep it simple and rely on God. Only the Spirit of God can 

bring people to Jesus. The Gospel, in and of itself, is simple. It is 

about the life and death, burial and resurrection of Jesus. While it’s 

important for us as disciples to dig in more deeply into the NT, keep 

it simple when you share, with few unique Christian words. It’s 

their believing glance to Jesus when their heart connects to Jesus’ 

heart that brings life. It may be helpful to memorize a couple key 

verses so you have these at the tip of your tongue, like John 5:24 or 

Romans 6:23. If they have questions, though, it’s much better to 

commend them for questions. Ask if you can come back. Then pray 

that they will go through John with you. Paul warns us about 

shifting from the simplicity of devotion to Christ (1 Cor. 11:3). 

4. Avoid debates. If we win their minds, yet God does not 

capture their hearts they are no better off than before. Stay single-

mindedly focused on Jesus, not religion, not the OT, not a religious 

system. Only Jesus changes lives. If they bring up controversial 
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subjects, simply say, “yea, that’s a tough one and I can’t answer it 

either. But you know, my faith in Jesus is not based on that, but 

on….” Focus on who Christ is, what He has done, especially for 

you, and how Jesus can put all the broken pieces of one’s life back 

together if he or she will trust in Him. 

5. Be authentic. Jesus was authentic and He calls us to relate to 

people like He relates. Is anything a bigger turnoff in today’s society 

than unauthentic people, those who judge or put down others? We 

can politely “agree to disagree without being disagreeable.” 

At the end of the day, the greatest thing you can do in this life is 

point someone else to Christ. You can’t make a person say “yes” to 

Jesus…that’s not your responsibility. You can however partner with 

the Spirit to be a catalyst to help someone understand that his or her 

highest good in this life comes through relationship with Christ. 

God wants to use you. God can use you, even though you may 

feel ill equipped. Remember, it’s not based on your personality, how 

well you articulate or how many Bible verses you know. Rather, it’s 

about your willingness to say, “Lord, here I am. Send me.” 

Let’s dig in a bit deeper to our three-minute salvation testimony, 

“Telling MY Story.” What a powerful way to share the Good News 

with others. This is ours. Nobody can refute what happened to us, 

although they can refuse to embrace it. 

Certainly, the three-minute time limit is an artificial number. 

Yet it’s practical. Your thorough preparation makes it easy to later 

insert naturally into a conversation with limited time. At an 

appropriate spot in the conversation, it’s simply ask permission 

while connecting your testimony with something that had been said. 

“Say, do you have a couple minutes for me to share something from 

my life that fits in with what you just said?” Some call this an 

“elevator-talk” since it’s short. 

In a group setting, when a person gives their testimony, I tell the 

person ahead of time to shoot for 2 ½ to 3 minutes. I let them know 

we will time them to help them out, giving a brief heads-up at 2 ½, 

and stopping them at 3 ½ minutes. So, expect this. 

It’s good practice for us to learn to be concise. It also prevents 

the person from dominating the group time. This 3-minute 

testimony is only a small portion of our life. We have a lot else to 

say. The limited space in the small boxes limit words. The three 
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natural breaks help it to flow and make it easier to remember the 

natural progression. Before (BC). Jesus/Cross. After (AD).  

Keep your words natural, conversational, and not religious 

sounding. Most people spend too much time on “before” since it’s 

often such a vivid time. The purpose is to draw others in with your 

“before,” so they identify with you. It’s not to share all the nuances 

of your life. Feel free to read from your sheet as you give your 

testimony in group, although eventually you will want to commit it 

to memory. Have fun and keep fine tuning your story! 

Tentative Theme: Focus on one integrating theme throughout 

your story. For example: 

forgiveness, freedom, 

acceptance, purpose, 

meaning, friendship, 

direction, etc.. You may have 

several, so pick the one theme 

that will relate best to your 

audience. Add others later. 

If you think the person 

you share with in life 

struggles with shame, then 

highlight the loving 

forgiveness you experience in 

Christ. Draw that thread all 

the way through from your 

shame before Christ to the 

forgiveness He brought. Then 

on to where you are now. Remember, you don’t need to share 

everything, just the parts of your story which emphasize that 

particular theme. Over time you can create several separate 3-

minute testimonies to reach different people. 

1. BC, Before: What was your life like before salvation in 

reference to your chosen theme? Don’t share all the details, but only 

what is necessary for them to feel your pain and need. 

2. Jesus/Cross: What did the Holy Spirit use to connect you to 

the Father’s caring heart? For me, it was a girlfriend I liked who 

went to church. I liked her enough to even go with her to church, 

and Jesus later gripped my heart. 
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3. AD, After: What were some of the immediate and long-term 

changes in you after conversion? Relate the changes to the felt need 

from your theme. 

Rethinking the Theme: Now go back and summarize in a few 

words the one main theme, just to confirm. Verify that you don’t 

have several themes intermixed. Limit this to one integrating theme 

throughout your story and add other separate ones later.  

Questions: It’s often helpful to follow-up your testimony with a 

“bridge” question. The questions provided are attempts to help you 

explore how the person you are sharing with connected with your 

story. A question gives them an opportunity to continue a dialogue 

about their spiritual journey. A dialogue, not a monologue, so be 

quick to listen. Remember, you are planting seeds. God is in charge 

of the harvest and is always working. It’s OK to rattle the door to 

see if it’s locked, but don’t bust it down! 

Reminders: Here are a few that are helpful for me to focus on. 

• God has perfectly equipped you to effectively share, using 

your story to connect God’s Big-story with the person’s.  

• Similar to an “elevator speech,” make this conversational 

with as few “religious” words as possible.  

• Major on the benefits, not how bad you were. How good 

Jesus is the focus of the central theme. God has given us a 

message of hope to make an impact on others. 

• We communicate this hope best when we first identify an 

aspect of the shattered image of God in them (“echoes of a 

Voice” or “keys to their heart”), like purpose or meaning, 

beauty or justice, belonging or competence.  

• Invite them into the conversation about Jesus as a valued 

person, not as a project. 

By the way, some of you were raised in a Christian home and 

came to Jesus early. Great, although you may not have a clear 

before/after. However, a child’s faith is initially rooted in the 

parents’ faith, more than in their own. A time came in your life, 

though, when the Good News became your own faith, not your 

parents’ faith. You emotionally, physically, spiritually connected 

with Jesus from your heart. Use the same format to tell your story. 

Do you believe such personal evangelism is possible today? 



  

3. My Oikos, Extended Community 

So then, why is it so difficult for most of us to tell our 

acquaintances about the most important person in our lives, Jesus? 

What deters us from sharing?  

Many Christians have incorrect hidden assumptions, values and 

beliefs in place. These short-circuit God’s straightforward desires to 

reach His prodigal planet through His people with His life and light 

and love. Resistors exist that “ground” some of the awesome power 

of the relational Triune God. We have an active enemy determined 

to deceive us, so we won’t reach God’s highest and best for us. This 

is one reason to grow in our inwardly holy life. We are on mission 

together so “everyone gets to participate.”  

I look at these as Christian “myths.”  

When I hear the word “myth,” my first thought is of the Greek 

myths about demigods. A “myth” is a collective belief, without a 

determinable basis of fact. It’s an unproven or false collective belief 

that is used to justify a social institution. It’s popularly used to 

explain unusual life responses for the undiscerning.  

Yes, I mean that we Christians have unfounded fears about 

sharing our faith. A dwarfed message produces dwarfed disciples. A 

myth is so resistant to change because there is some truth in each 

myth (I call this “part-for-the-whole thinking). It’s so devastating 

because the error diverts us off course, siphoning off valuable 

resources and energy for life. We must learn to know the truth.  

Here are a few that I have experienced myself and/or seen in 

others. Add your thoughts freely. Please place a checkmark by the 

myths that you have heard (perhaps even in your own thoughts). 

And bring your additional “myths” to our learning community. 

Myth One: “I fear rejection from the lost.”  

Myth Two: “I don’t have a gift of evangelism.”  

Myth Three: “I’m not good at speaking so I can’t share my 

faith adequately.”  

Myth Four: “I don’t know Scripture well enough and don’t 

know any apologetic proofs.”  
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Myth Five: “I feel inept, inadequate, unworthy, without the 

kind of love needed for this. What if I mess up and they go 

to hell?”  

Myth Six: “The person may ask me a question I can’t 

answer.”  

Myth Seven: “Those without Christ are not interested 

anyway because they are satisfied pursuing pleasures.”  

Myth Eight: “I may be insulted if I share Jesus.”  

Myth Nine: Your own personal myth.  

Did you know that 75-90% of Christians were introduced to 

Christ through a friend or a relative?1 The New Testament uses the 

word “oikos” to describe these social webs (I like the more graphic 

term, “garden plots” derived from Genesis 1:28). The British New 

Testament scholar, Michael Green, described “oikos” in this way:  

“The family understood in this broad way as consisting of 

blood relations, slaves, clients and friends, was one of the 

bastions of Greco-Roman society. Christian missionaries 

made a deliberate point of gaining whatever households 

they could as lighthouses, so to speak, from which the 

Gospel could illuminate the surrounding darkness….[We 

are then] quite right in stressing the centrality of the ‘oikos’ 

to the Christian advance.”2  

The NT word “oikos” would be broadly equivalent to 

acquaintances today. Social webs consist of people who share 

common blood or friendships, associations at work or play or at our 

children’s play. We could extend this to include people we used to 

know or people we would like to know. Perhaps even including our 

social media “friends.” “Strategic buying” is one practical response 

(frequenting the same store to develop relationships with clerks). 

Social webs are like veins of gold to mine. People in our social 

webs are people who know us best and see us in a variety of 

settings. They can see the Reality of Christ in us…not perfect lives, 

but authentic, caring lives like 1 Peter underscores. We are credible 

witnesses for them. Naturally, this presupposes a passion in your life 

to walk in sweet surrender to Jesus in community, fully abandoned 

to giving Jesus away to others. Thomas Wolf adds this observation.  
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“An oikos is a social system composed of those related to 

each other through common ties and tasks. The New 

Testament oikos included members of the nuclear family, 

but extended to [those who] sensed a close association 

with each other….The oikos constituted the basic social 

unit by which the early church grew, spreading the Good 

News of Jesus Christ, the risen Lord.”3 

Look how the New Testament illustrates the effectiveness of 

“inviting & including” our social web.  

• Andrew brings his brother Simon to “come and see.”  

• Philip brings his friend Nathaniel to “come & see.”  

• Cornelius brings his relations and friends to Peter.  

• Lydia and her oikos are saved.  

• The Philippian jailer is saved with his whole oikos. 

• Philip and Andrew connected with some Greeks who would 

like to meet Jesus.4 

Some people today come to faith by belonging before believing. 

So, invite them into our family and church community life. Include 

them in activities we are already doing. Build on common ground.  

God has interwoven basic laws into this life that we cannot 

escape. Besides physical laws like the law of gravity, powerful 

relational laws or principles exist as we become a welcoming, 

inviting, infiltrating people. Use these “10 Commandments of 

Human Relations” to connect with others as inviters-&-includers. 

Most people can practice these in some way each day as we relate 

with others as God’s people. I picture Jesus as strong in these. 

1. Speak to people. There is nothing as nice as a cheerful word 

of greeting. Initiate.  

2. Smile at people. It takes 72 muscles to frown and 14 to 

smile. Your smile may be their only warm touch today.  

3. Call people by their first name. The sweetest music to many 

ears is the sound of their name. Remembering names is hard 

work for me! 

4. Be alert for opportunities to serve others. Acts of loving 

service are difficult to resist and tough to argue against. 

What others value most is what we do for them, or their 

children.  
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5. Be friendly and helpful, serving others simply for the joy of 

serving. If you would have friends, be friendly. Care for 

others.  

6. Be cordial. Speak and respond as though everything you do 

is pleasurable (if you don’t like His God-Assignments, talk 

to Him about it!) Don’t whine or fault-find (Phil. 2:14).  

7. Have a genuine interest in people. People like to be noticed 

and appreciated. Don’t put on an act. Don’t come with an 

underlying hidden agenda. But do genuinely notice them as 

God’s image-bearers, alert with expectation to see what the 

Father is doing.  

8. Be generous with praise, be cautious with criticism. 

Overcome resistance with relational goodness and kindness 

(Romans 2:24b).  

9. Be considerate of the feelings of others. Try walking in their 

shoes, understanding a bit of their back story.  

10. Be thoughtful of the opinions of others, even when they 

differ. Inquire. Keep your opinions focused on Jesus and 

table most of your controversial ones.  

For most new Christians, this group of people who you touch 

regularly is teeming with possibilities. Open your eyes and be aware 

of what the Father is doing. Jesus is enough to fill the deepest 

longings in our hearts, and in the hearts of those in our oikos.  

Fill out first name’s in the diagram below to help identify your 

“oikos.” Bring this to group with you, relatives, neighbors, friends, 

co-workers, club members, etc. Make one your “person of interest.” 

 



  

4. Universal Keys to Unlock Eternal Hearts 

I am still on a quest to develop a heart like Jesus for the lost.  

I believe Jesus saw potential in the lost as image-bearers with 

eternity in their hearts.1 He met them at equality as God’s creation, 

even if the image is now shattered by sin. If we don’t begin with 

equality, we find it difficult to celebrate diversity to forge unity. 

Look how positively Jesus approached the lost of Israel, including 

the marginalized of their society, the tax collectors and harlots.  

As I have reflected on Jesus’ ways, my ears are being opened to 

hear eternal cries from the human heart. These point toward 

universal keys to unlock the hearts of the lost. Read the following 

common responses (add your own). Ask: Why do we observe these 

universally consistent experiences of humanity?  

• The child on the playground shouts at her friend after a 

disagreement, “That’s not fair!”  

• Goose bumps and tears well up unbidden during a movie 

when a fractured relationship is mended and now thrives.   

• My granddaughter excitedly call out, “Poppo, watch me!”  

• The bully gets trounced and we cheer.  

• Sociologists have yet to find a culture in the world without 

some expression of spirituality.  

• The final piece comes together on a work project (or a 

favorite hobby). That sense of accomplishment floods us.  

• The heroic stirs us, as our heroes sacrifice for something 

greater than comfort or convenience.  

• At work or home, someone says, “I sure appreciate and 

value you” and our hearts soar.  

• A news story breaks about powerful leaders in a poor 

country who are filthy rich while the children are starving 

with bloated bellies. Something within us rises up and 

shouts, “No!”  

• A stunning sunset reaches that extraordinary climax and we 

turn to a total stranger and exclaim, “What beauty!”  

• In an unguarded moment late at night, the questions surface: 

“Why am I here? There must be more.”  
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These universal keys unlock the eternal hearts of the human 

race. They are echoes from the past. An echo implies an original 

Voice. God placed these within us as image-bearers, like signposts 

directing us back to our Creator and His good intentions. Open our 

ears to hear these echoes in the hearts of those around you.  

These universal keys are not random or capricious. They reflect 

the God-given desires our Family-of-Three has placed into every 

person. God fashioned each and every person for Himself. Nothing 

else will satisfy a human being made in His image, even if they 

deny Him. If we trace the echo back to the original Voice speaking 

creation into being, these echoes lead us to the feet of Jesus. 

Let me give you an example from my five-year old twin 

grandchildren. God designed humanity for both belonging and for 

purpose. He also wired the two genders differently on average. My 

grandson picks up the soft-tipped dart gun Grannie bought and 

knocks the cans down with the first shot. He joyfully jumps up and 

down. He then misses, stomps out and called it a “stupid game.” 

His sister comes out with her hair fixed up and a fancy play 

dress on. She parades around with a few spins and an engaging 

smile, loving the feeling of belonging through beauty. Then another 

little girl may come out with a nicer dress, and my granddaughter 

stomps off and takes the dress off. 

Childish? Certainly, but maybe more authentic and honest than 

we adults when we walk in our “flesh” and our God-given needs do 

not feel met. 

What are other keys or echoes you may have noticed?  

Make this learning active. What do the poets and novelists write 

about? What touches you deeply in a song, story or movie? What 

makes you cry or laugh or gives you goose bumps? Hollywood 

themes tap into these universal, deep, unmet longings common to 

humanity because the sharp shards of the shattered image sell well. 

Every person outside of Christ has his or her “plate glass” 

image shattered. A gaping hole stands prominently within them with 

jagged, fractured fragments strewn around in their inner sanctum 

where God alone used to reside. Every lost person intuitively knows 

that they have been made for more. Something is amiss, lying just 

outside their grasp. What was lacking in you before Christ? For me, 

a lack of purpose and meaning were the superhighway the Father 
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used to reveal Christ in me. I did not know where I came from or 

where I was going and thus had no framework from which to 

answer the central questions, “Who am I and why am I here?” 

As Jesus ministered, He saw these sharp pieces breaking the 

surface in others. They became the God-prepared bridges as He 

approached people on the way. Imitate Jesus here and become aware 

of these God-prepared bridges. How can we cooperate with the 

Spirit to help open hearts to the presence of God?  

Discover where that pain lurks, like Jesus did. Over time, begin 

to explore gently at this access point.  

Do you remember a painful time when you were cut by a sharp 

object? This is how the lost live 24/7, whether aware or not. Their 

sharp, broken glass-shards prick and stick them, cutting and slicing 

with excruciating pain. No wonder they lash out at times! Over time 

most grow callous to this sense of loss and learn to cope, even as the 

coping devices build walls that block out life. However, these 

“keys” provide a paved highway over which Jesus can enter their 

hearts, the only lasting solution. Jesus truly is sufficient! 

This shattered image of God is our avenue to share Jesus in a 

way that penetrates deeply into their heart.  

Bring them to the person and provision of Jesus as the answer to 

their deepest needs. I’ve compiled these keys on the way. Please 

make this your own list, adding and deleting.  

1. Prayer is the key to staying in touch with what the Father is 

doing (John 5:17+19 with Colossians 4:2-3).  

2. As inviters-&-includers, we begin to build bridges from God 

to people and from people to God. It often takes time to 

build a bridge. The word priest actually means “bridge 

builder.” Peter calls us a community of priests (1 Peter 2:9).  

3. Ask good questions about their work, family, interests, and 

background. If you have a heart for their treasure (especially 

their children), they will open up. Use their name often since 

remembering details concretely communicates value.  

4. Become a good listener. Nurture relationships by being 

interested in their concerns and relating in ways that connect 

with them. People are dying for someone to listen, 

understand and see them. 
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5. Practice “L-shaped” listening. Listen vertically to God 

hearing what the Father is doing. Also listen laterally toward 

people. Really hear their hearts.  

6. Demonstrate that you respect and care for those outside of 

Jesus as individuals. See those without Christ as image-

bearers, although broken ones. You can respect and tolerate 

their beliefs, even though you don’t align yourselves with 

them. “Let’s agree to disagree and still accept one another” 

is a viable option to bring God’s love.  

7. Our pain can become a bridge to their heart. The number one 

way into the heart of a resistant person is through our own 

pain, appropriately shared. The world does not understand 

pain or how to deal with it.  

8. Give them hope. People have problems living in this fallen 

world with an active enemy. We have answers. 

9. Leave a comma in the relationship. Don’t bash down barriers 

so that you destroy the entryway back in or you place a 

period in the relationship. You are then shut out and also 

make it difficult for the next person to share. Only the Spirit 

of God can open hearts. Don’t bang down doors. 

10. Experts say we have seven invitations with each person to 

give away to a lost person (specific invitations to come to an 

event). Use them in a variety of ways spread over time. 

Don’t get discouraged. Persevere. List how you are using 

these invitations with your “person of interest.” 

11. Serve the interests of others in practical ways. Or turn it 

around like Jesus did with the woman at the well and ask for 

help. Take the initiative to build bridges through a relational 

approach based on growing people skills.  

God has left us with “echoes of a Voice” or “universal keys” to 

unlock eternal hearts. These echoes point to our Creator-Father and 

our original home. They unlock the door to connect God’s heart 

with the hearts of others…when used. Think of your two favorite 

movies. What makes you cry or laugh or gives you goose bumps? 

Think through themes that tap into the deep, unmet longings of the 

lost, keys to the hearts of the lost. If possible, focus the theme of 

your 3-Minute testimony, “Telling MY Story,” on one of these as 

you continue to sharpen it. 



 

5. Credible Witnesses 

Rapidly read John 1:35-51. How many men are mentioned? 

How were people invited & included? Who did the inviting? As 

usual before going on, make your learning active. 

From Jesus’ perspective of training, I call this “Come & See.” 

Certainly, Jesus needs disciples who will stay the course. That 

training level comes later. Jesus simply welcomed these first five 

disciples right where they were on their journey (John, Andrew, 

Peter, Thomas and Nathanael and later the “crowds”). No 

expectations. No pressure. Highly relational. This is a leisurely time 

to get closer to Jesus to see who He really is and where we can find 

meaning in life. Jesus simply says, “Come & See.”  

In our passage, a mutual friend of Jesus and of Andrew and John 

recommended they get to know Jesus. After a day with Jesus, 

Andrew’s heart was so stirred that he excitedly told his brother 

about Jesus. His brother, Simon (Peter), came. The next day Jesus 

invited Philip to follow. Philip, who hailed from the same village as 

John, Andrew and Peter, invited his friend Nathanael. Nathanael is 

the kind who questions everything yet came when Philip simply 

invited him to “come and see.” And the beat goes on today. 

Jesus is no longer physically here. Can we still do this today? 

Fortunately, one of the original five wrote a biography called 

the Gospel of John. Jesus’ best friend describes selected events in 

the life of Jesus. Read “as if you are there.” The picture of Jesus’ 

connected relationship with His Father and how He drew others to 

Himself is so attractive. Even those in the 21st century are attracted 

to Jesus, when He is rightly seen. Jesus is looking for obedient 

followers today like these early followers. Initiate and invite our 21st 

century friends and acquaintances to “Come & See.” 

These initial inviters-&-includers created a chain reaction of 

movement toward Jesus. And all five later became part of Jesus’ 

band of Twelve Apostles. It doesn’t matter how people meet Jesus, 

just so they do. We may invite our circle of friends into our normal 

activities. Or we may perhaps “set the table” for another, like Levi 

did by inviting His friends to a “Levi Party” intentionally designed 
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to get Jesus’ followers together with acquaintances in a welcoming 

environment. Yet ultimately invite them to “come and see” Jesus. 

Why did the five come to a stranger?  

John the Baptist, the first inviter and includer, was a credible 

witness in his sphere of influence. He demonstrated solid character, 

even though a bit radical. With his life and words, John the Baptist 

pointed consistently to Jesus. Each of us have our spheres of 

influence, those people who see our character over time. Are you a 

credible witness to them? Jesus is encouraging us to be an inviter-

&-includer where God has sovereignly placed us, with our 

neighbors or work colleagues, with those who enjoy our hobbies or 

recreations. I call this a “garden plot” for us to cultivate. 

How do we know which around us today are ready?  

Begin to use natural connection opportunities. Make space 

rather than rushing off. Linger. Be friendly. Care. Four of the five 

came through a credible witness. Become a credible witness 

yourself. Don’t be deceived that you must first have all the answers. 

That’s our enemy’s deceit to debilitate us. As Jesus began to draw 

me to Himself when I was twenty-five, I had many questions, and 

heard few satisfying answers. Yet I kept coming because something 

attracted me to Jesus. 

We commit to becoming inviters-&-includers, doing good 

among those the Father placed around us (1 Peter 2:12, our unique 

“garden plot”). They see our good works and the Father’s heart 

shines through. In just the right way they know God visited them 

through our good works. Are we willing to shift out of our comfort 

zone to intentionally become credible inviters-&-includers?  

Jesus, correctly understood, is attractive to those seeking 

meaning in their lives. So first get to know Jesus better. Don’t allow 

traditions learned from your past religious background distort or 

dim His brilliance. Study the Gospels for yourself and let His life 

transform your thoughts. Learn from your first-hand study who 

Jesus really is. Fall in love with Jesus even more deeply. Then 

follow Him with ongoing, sweet surrender, becoming a lifelong life 

learner and life-do-er as we respond to our loving Master. 

Although the world-system is antagonistic to Jesus, the Father is 

drawing people in. Jesus is still attractive to most young adults, even 

if the church or the Bible as a whole is not. The Spirit infuses them 
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with a desire to experience God-Reality because the basic, God-

given needs built into their design are still there. The lost world of 

people though seeks to fill these legitimate, God-given needs in 

illegitimate ways with counterfeits, although perhaps totally 

unaware.  

The world looks for credible witnesses, honest people, authentic 

in the midst of our imperfections and trials. Are you becoming one? 

God fashioned us in Genesis 1 and 2 for the purpose of radiating 

the knowledge of Him as His credible flesh-&-blood witnesses, 

even in the midst of our struggles and failures. Jesus original twelve 

disciples were nothing special to write home about. The leaders of 

the day would not single out a single one of these common people 

for greatness. Except perhaps Judas Iscariot, who ended up 

betraying Jesus for some silver coins.  

Yet Jesus saw greatness in them, a greatness that comes as they 

serve others without expecting a return (Matthew 20:20-28). Serving 

without wondering when we “get our own” is an eloquent witness 

of a changed life. And this is something within the reach of all of 

us…if we choose. Jesus came to redeem and to restore for that same 

purpose. The Spirit of God makes us credible witnesses. 

“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on 

you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in 

all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth”  

(Jesus in Acts 1:8, emphasis). 

In the Garden of Eden at creation, God fashioned humanity as 

His image-bearer for relational intimacy. He designed humanity to 

partner with Him as intimate allies. Both identity and authority to 

fulfill our God-Assignments as we partner with Him in His grand 

adventure (Genesis 1:26-28).  

Since Genesis 3, God’s mobile missionary heart has always 

longed to reach those unto the ends of the earth. He equipped and 

commissioned Israel to partner with Him in His missionary thrust to 

be a light to the Gentiles (Isaiah 42:6-14)…and they refused. Even 

though God’s call to Israel is clear (Isaiah 67:2, 45:22, 66:19; Psalm 

96:3), it was seldom fulfilled (the short book of Jonah for example). 

Instead, they fortressed and pronounced judgment on outsiders.  

Will we take God’s heart seriously or follow the Israelites? 
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Each and every one of God’s people bears His image as our 

identity and carries His authority for His God-Assignments. Still, 

we need to do this together on compassionate mission (Genesis 

1:26-28). Knowing and embracing our identity transforms us from 

the inside out. Knowing and exercising our authority transforms 

others as it also changes us. Both/And. It’s a tragic life to live only 

with intimacy or authority, when both are freely available. We 

forfeit meaning in our lives without the radical middle of this 

creative tension of both identity and authority.  

One evidence of experiencing authentic freedom is a growing 

desire to share the Good News with others around you. As trusted 

co-rulers together with our Team-of-Three, God sovereignly placed 

Adam, and places us today, in our unique “garden plot” for us to 

cultivate. The agricultural words in Genesis 1:28 describe how we 

exercise our authority (be fruitful, increase, fill, i.e. cultivate).  

Compassionate mission happens in everyday, ordinary 

moments. As scattered servants, we bring God’s presence to shine 

life. We come alive in God’s presence personally as we embrace our 

identity and unlock the delegated authority we carry. God gives you 

His authority as His “cultural architect” to shape the culture in your 

“garden plot,” bringing order out of chaos. Set the temperature in 

your cultural environment as a thermostat rather than simply 

measuring your environment as a thermometer. 

Begin to intentionally ask yourself what the Father is doing in 

the lives of those around you, especially you “person of interest.” 

This is the Jesus-response, the open secret to His powerful ministry. 

“My Father is always at his work to this very day, and I too 

am working. [The] Son can do nothing by himself; he can 

do only what he sees his Father doing, because whatever 

the Father does the Son also does” 

(Jesus in John 5:17+19). 

Do you know Jesus personally? Do you like Jesus? Has He 

helped you in any way? Do you know anyone who needs to come 

into personal relationship with Jesus? Later Jesus invited those who 

reflected a God-given desire for more to “Come & Follow Me.” 

Their training as disciples began in this nine-month training tier, but 

relationship began with “Come & See.” 



  

6. Becoming a New Wineskin 

If we read Mark’s account of Jesus’ “Come & Follow Me” 9-

month training tier (Mark 1:15-3:12), the disciples Jesus called 

came out of a religious upbringing. As a whole, their culture 

responded with a narrowminded, provincial mindset, prejudicial 

against those who were different. They falsely focused on law-

keeping and the “traditions of the elders” to measure God’s favor.  

From the get-go, Jesus possessed His Father’s heart to bless the 

nations with the light of the Father’s presence. All the world was on 

Jesus’ heart because His Father has always been the mobile 

missionary God (Matthew 28:18-20). Jesus’ intention focused on 

raising up and training followers to be a blessing to the ends of the 

world by connecting them with the Father’s heart.  

Such a rag-tag group from a background of legalism settled in a 

small niche of the world would not be credible witnesses to 

Gentiles, especially not to diverse cultures around the world. Yet 

His previously rigid followers later walked with such a resilient and 

compelling faith that they became world-changers as credible 

witnesses of the resurrection life of Jesus to the ends of the world.  

How did Jesus work with His early followers to effect such a 

radical change from rigid law-keepers to those who walked in the 

adaptable and flexible freedom available in the life of Christ? 

Jesus began almost three years before He released them into 

their global ministry after His resurrection. Jesus called a few to 

come and follow Him so He could prepare them “to fish for men,” 

to win the lost back to His Father’s heart. Follow Jesus’ early 

training tier through the biography by Mark. 

I see three great pathways of discipleship. Jesus modeled so He 

could take these provincial fishermen and train them to become 

world-changers, one person after another. Jesus taps into these 

channels and models them for His followers.  

• The upward-edged response of worship as He rested in His 

Father’s presence (Mark 1:35).  

• The inward-edged response of Family or community where 

maturity and mutual ministry happened (Mark 1:16-20).  
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• The outward-edged response of the Kingdom in mission to 

restore people to the Father’s heart.  

• All this flows into them out of us as individual followers or 

disciples as we mature personally and take responsibility to 

partner with God to make and to multiply disciples. 

Perhaps the diagram may help as a graphic display. In this 

training tier, the greatest need Jesus 

saw was to jump-start their heart for 

the world. He modeled a flexible, 

adaptable, fruitful way to connect 

with the lost world in any culture at 

any time. Jesus’ inner life aligned 

with His Father’s. Out of this 

compelling walk in His Father’s 

presence, Jesus shared the word with 

works of compassion and power 

when the Father released these (John 

5:19). Rapidly read Mark’s description of this training tier in Mark 

1:15-3:12 one time focusing on how Jesus impacted people. He 

communicated His Father’s heart with words and supported this 

with works of compassion and of power, just like He calls us to. 

What a powerful, flexible model. Yet if His followers remained 

as inflexible old wineskins¸ they could not be credible witnesses. 

This would diminish their impact. Where did Jesus begin? 

Every disciple has unique arenas that are “minimum” factors 

in their current life.  

By that I mean, that area of the greatest essential weakness. An 

essential weakness like judgmentalism, bitterness, fear, shame, 

inflexibility, law-keeping, then colors all our responses and pulls us 

down. If the new convert comes from a non-religious background, 

their essential weakness probably lies with self-indulgent addictions 

(Galatians 5:13-15). This license (“anything goes” mentality) robs 

them of appropriate freedom in Christ. 

Jesus’ disciples came out of a hyper-religious environment of 

following the “traditions of the elders” to develop life. This 

essential weakness breeds legalism that stifles freedom in Christ, so 

they are less credible as witnesses (Galatians 5:1-2). Jesus sought to 

free them from this stiff and rigid belief system during this training 
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tier by transforming their hearts. In Scripture, our heart is more than 

the Hollywood definition. Our heart includes our affections with its 

feelings, our mind with its thoughts and our wills with its choices.  

Jesus’ aim was to take these provincial, hyper-religious 

fishermen and transform their hearts so they would in turn train up 

an army to go and make other disciples to the ends of the world. 

These disciples needed this to “mature and to multiply disciples,” 

Jesus’ call on all our lives in some way (Matthew 28:18-20). Notice 

how this rests prominently in the center of our diagram above. 

A “disciple” means one who has learned from another, not just 

information, but formation of character. Jesus systematically began 

to dismantle their encrusted views of how they followed God. He 

sought to remove the inflexibility that stifled their growth so they 

would not grow to be “Bonsai Tree” Christians with truncated roots. 

Jesus grasped the crucial need for a significant mental-shift in 

His disciples from a contractual response of law-keeping into the 

relational response into freedom. When challenged regarding 

religious traditions (Mark 2:18), Jesus illustrates with the intimacy 

of a groom/bride relationship. Our life in Christ is not a contractual 

agreement to follow some list or practice. What we do flows out of 

the freedom of walking in intimate relationship like a Bride.  

Jesus follows this up with two graphic contrasts between the old 

(their manmade traditions) and His new way (freedom in 

relationship). Freedom only flows out of inward relationship while 

the legalism of trusting in manmade practices focuses on the 

outward. 

The first parable is the futility and fruitlessness of patching old 

cloth with new cloth of a different makeup. This not only fails to 

repair the old to make it new. It also rips the old material, ruining 

both (Mark 2:21). They are incompatible.  

Similarly, if we try to pour the “new wine” of Jesus into the old 

wineskin of the OT law-keeping and the practices arising over time 

from these, the inflexible old wineskin will rupture from the 

effervescent life in the new wine, ruining both (Mark 2:22). An old 

wineskin is not blendable with the new wine Jesus brings. Anytime 

we bring anything old into the new, both are ruined. Law-keeping 

and following the practices of others without discernment can never 

bring freedom in Christ. Freedom comes from intimate relationship. 
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Three times in this initial training tier, Jesus deliberately 

violates their manmade, extra-Biblical rules and traditions about the 

Sabbath (Sabbath practices, Mark 1:21; 2:23-28; 3:1-6). He must 

expose this danger to His followers because He intends to send us to 

the ends of the world. Legalism does not mix with Jesus’ message of 

freedom. To clarify, Jesus never violated Scripture although those 

caught in the legalism of the day falsely accused Him. 

Some months later in Mark 7:5-13, Jesus sharply warns the 

religious leaders in the hearing of His 1st century disciples about the 

dangers of unexamined religious traditions. The traditions from the 

law-keeping of legalism cause them to “let go of,” set aside” and 

even “nullify” the word of God! Stop and reflect on how extreme 

what Jesus says is. Over time, traditional religious practices from 

our upbringing tend to replace values and manmade rules replace a 

living relationship and fresh insight into God’s Word. 

What does this have to do with us today? Very much!  

Have you asked the Father for discernment recently how 

credible your life is as a witness of who Jesus really is to those in 

your “garden plots, no matter how small or large”? Take inventory. 

If you come out of a religious background, this legalism can seep in 

unexpectedly. If you have been a Christian for a few years, check to 

see what practices you have taken on and cannot personally support 

from Scripture. How can you better prepare yourself to become a 

more credible witness? Practices handed down from others can be 

like a virus, destructive though largely unnoticed. Or spiritual 

practices can be a powerful temporary way for us to intentionally 

rest in the presence of our Family-of-Three. How flexible are we? 

I received a graphic lesson in this some years back. I was in a 

movement that considered itself cutting edge (and the leader was!) 

The pastor called some young adults up and asked what we practice. 

They were spot on in cataloging our values and practices. Then the 

pastor asked each one: “Why do you practice these? Support your 

beliefs from Scripture.” Not one could. In a cutting-edge movement, 

they were practicing the traditions of the elders and for them it set 

aside the Word of God in their lives. 

If we have settled for less than God intends, we may also need 

such a religious-reboot. Ongoing renewal keeps our focus on God’s 

presence and provision to walk as flexible, adaptable new wineskins.  



  

7. Cultivating my “Garden Plot” 

Where do we discover a Big Story framework large enough to 

fuel such a vision for our lives, “not of the world yet sent into the 

world”? “Back to the beginning!” 

God informs us in seed form where our value and worth come 

from. He already existed “in the beginning” prior to creation as a 

mutually loving, caring Community-of-Three (Genesis 1:1). This 

brings meaning as He calls us to relationship with Himself and also 

to partner as intimate allies. LifeChange flows from this awesome 

design as image-bearers, not from something we must manufacture.  

God always takes the initiative…and what an attractive God He 

is! God spoke, and it happened. We simply respond. All that God 

made was good and His image-bearers were “very good.” An 

expansive creativity is evident in creation. Have you ever wondered 

why God created, if He already enjoyed perfect Community?   

The Father, Son and Spirit were so delighted with their joy-

saturated relationship with each other that they decided to “go 

public” by creating humanity. God created the human race in His 

image to populate the world with beings as much like Jesus as a 

created being could be in order to multiply His extravagant love. 

Authentic love is always self-giving. Such riches must be passed 

along. Begin with God’s heart since this is also our image. 

So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of 

God he created them; male and female he created them. 

God blessed them…(Gen 1:27-28a;. also 1:26).  

God also calls us into the world. As influencers, our time and 

energy and presence is essential to cultivate our assigned “garden 

plot” in the world with His presence. What is a “garden plot.” 

[And God said] to them, “Be fruitful and increase in 

number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in 

the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living 

creature that moves on the ground” (Genesis 1:28 +31). 

“Subdue” and “rule” may have a somewhat violent or 

controlling ring to our ears yet clearly identify Gods people as 

called to influence others. 
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Some commentators believe the preceding agricultural 

metaphors “be fruitful,” “increase,” and “fill” determine how we 

are to rule and subdue. Since these words come first, they color 

what follows by setting the style and culture of how we influence. 

It’s as if God sovereignly places us in the world with our own 

“garden plots” of people to cultivate as good farmers.  

In the Garden, nothing was yet broken so nothing needed 

“subdued” in the conquering sense of the word. Later in Genesis 

2:15, God specifically commanded Adam to “care for” his world 

around him, demonstrating that work is a part of God’s Eden-intent. 

“Care for” or cultivate, better captures the nurturing aspect of how 

we “rule” or influence. If this is so, then how does this creation-

mandate to cultivate the world of people around us so they flourish 

affect our vision of our everyday lives to influence?  

“[A] better image for you to consider would be the 

language of cultivate. The image you should consider is 

the image of a gardener….When you cultivate or garden, 

you take the created order as it is and rearrange it and 

prioritize so it flourishes for the good of people.”1 

And how God fashioned all humanity to be His intimate allies is 

more than good. It’s “very good.” Nothing better, other than God. 

… God saw all that he had made, and it was very good  

(Genesis 1:31, emphasis). 

From the start, before the Fall in Genesis 3, God initiated to 

give Adam His God-Assignment to work. After sin entered the 

world, all our God-Assignments became a battlefield as our 

archenemy attempts to rob God’s people of our mandate to fulfill 

our destiny, with our neighbors and in the workplace. 

Your “garden plot” in the world is counting on you to cultivate 

it. The very work you do in your workplace is used to transform the 

world because you are God’s priests. A priest is a “bridge-builder,” 

building bridges from God to mankind and from them to God. God 

intends our work-life to play a crucial role in the penetration of the 

Kingdom of God into every nook and cranny of His prodigal world. 

He brings His presence naturally through His people.  

How many hours do you work each week in your job?  
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I believe the creation mandate calls us to our unique “garden 

plot.” This is the area of the world of people that God has assigned 

us. Note this same picture of an influencer in 2 Timothy 2:6. We 

cultivate our “garden plot” like a hardworking and patient farmer. 

A farmer learns how God designed agriculture to grow best, and the 

soil of our “garden plot.” Then a good farmer cooperates with the 

forces of nature, rearranging and prioritizing so the crop flourishes. 

No gardener or farmer can cause growth; only God gives increase.  

The gardener simply removes from the soil barriers to growth 

(stumps, rocks, weeds, insects) and adds necessary nutrients with 

the proper mix (nitrogen, potash, water, etc.). Seeds grow because 

life is in the seed itself. God designed life with a resiliency that 

naturally reaches out beyond itself to draw what is necessary for 

growth from an environment rich in a wide range of nutrients.  

A good gardener goes in with ideas how to cultivate the soil, “I 

want to grow tomatoes.” However, no good gardener forces 

personal wishes indiscriminately upon the soil. A gardener “listens” 

to the garden and cooperates with its uniqueness to prepare this 

special soil so seed springs up when planted. After testing the soil, 

perhaps tomatoes don’t grow well, but green beans, grapes and 

lettuce grow well. We change our wishes from tomatoes and plant 

produce that will flourish. In the same way, approach others as 

servants, cultivating their lives with what is best for them at this 

time to take those next steps on their journey. 

Then as life springs up, continue to monitor for needed 

nutrients, water and sunlight, but not too much. In this way, the 

garden is “ruled” and “subdued” by cultivating relationships for 

their highest and best. God’s design sketches out a vision of 

vocation fully aligned with His purposes in the world. Work is 

integral to our lives and to God’s epic adventure, not incidental.  

As soon as we see our work as worship, we are freed to cultivate 

and shape the world around us as priests. As God’s “priest,” we 

build bridges from people to God and from God to people. This 

heart of worship is a conscious, abandoned allegiance to our God.  

What would it look like for you to build bridges in your 

workplace from your colleagues to God? Personalize it. 

I have heard people say it takes ten or fifteen minutes for them 

to “get into worship” at the Sunday morning service. Well, let’s 
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change. Learn to walk into the service in a spirit of worship, 

conscious of God’s presence. Immediately engage. Now bring this 

same heart of worship into your work-world each day. When we 

live with such a proactive spiritual life, there is no sacred and 

secular. Only a wholistic life of wholeheartedly loving and serving 

God. When we walk in worship, then every moment in the 

workplace can become pregnant with possibilities.  

Discover the unique way you can influence our “garden plot” 

by bringing the salt and light of His presence because God is 

infinitely creative. Work with tip-toe expectancy, patiently 

ploughing and cultivating, weeding and seeding our “garden plots” 

of people. The only time this gets skewed is when I think work is 

about me; my raise, my promotion, my good reviews. Instead, muse: 

“I wonder whose life will never be the same again because….” 

What could happen if we became inviters-&-includers in the 

world, partnering as Kingdom workers with the presence of God?  

Imagine what it could look like if you viewed your time at work 

as God’s eternal plan to partner with and through you to cultivate 

your sovereignly given “garden plot,” no matter how small or large. 

Would you throw your hat into the ring? Would you be opened to 

be trained and envisioned for your work-world to bring God’s light 

and presence with you as an inviter-&includer? Would you risk-take 

to be the temple of God as a competent worker without being 

religious or judgmental, and with compassion and loving service?  

To fulfill this call, however, we must personally step out of our 

comfort zone. As agile disciples, experiment and learn how God 

wants us to personally impact those around us, even in small ways. 

Our Team-of-Three designed us to work this out together with Him 

and others. So, lean in close to our wonderful Guides. Each of our 

Team-of-Three yearns to walk interactively with you on this 

lifelong adventure. 

What additional values and skills, attitudes, and responses, 

would we need to prepare us for our work-world, whether in the 

office or the construction site, as a homemaker or barista?  

With this fresh perspective of our time in the workplace, in our 

recreational world, how can we integrate our lives and become 

better inviters-&-includers everywhere we go? 

Bring your list back to the group so we can brainstorm together. 



  

8.  Throw a “Levi-Party” 

Jesus connected with seven of the Twelve original disciples in 

casual conversation in the “Come & See” training tier in John 1:35-

51. A couple months later, the Gospels tell us that at least four of 

these seven joined Jesus after His “come & follow Me” invitation. 

During that time, we have no record of them sharing the Good 

News, only observing how Jesus did and probably connecting with 

people conversationally in the growing crowds. 

Shortly after, Jesus walked by the booth of Levi (also called 

Matthew). He had the local IRS tax franchise, and kept any excess 

tax he could gather. It was a license to steal and made him wealthy 

…and hated by Jews on the same level as prostitutes. 

Jesus challenged Levi very simply at the point of his counterfeit 

identity. “Follow Me.” Before all else, commit to Me relationally. 

Levi immediately got up, left all and followed Jesus… a 

commitment with a high financial cost (Mark 2:14). And also a 

fabulous spiritual return on investment. Levi was so excited in His 

new-found life in Christ that he threw a dinner party for all his old 

cronies, inviting Jesus and His disciples (note the team ministry). 

While Jesus was having dinner at Levi’s house, many tax 

collectors and “sinners” were eating with him and his 

disciples, for there were many who followed him  

(Mark 2:15).  

What a natural way for Levi to introduce his large oikos 

following of acquaintances to Jesus. He simply invited his sphere of 

connection to dinner, including them with his new friends. Levi had 

caught the inviting, welcoming heart of the Father. It also provided 

a great environment for the give and take of questions and answers 

in a non-threatening environment (like they did in Mark 2:16-22).  

“I have a good Friend I enjoy hanging out with. He has such a 

welcoming presence and enjoys relational parties. Will you join us 

for dinner at my house on Wednesday night because of our 

relationship?” 

Joy over one person coming to Christ extends all the way into 

heaven. In Luke 15:1-2, the Pharisees again challenged Jesus about 
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the marginalized company he kept because they did not know His 

Father’s heart. Jesus told a parable in three parts to demonstrate 

what His Father is like, that is, full of unswerving blessing, open-

armed welcome, and deep joy in restored relationship.  

Do you notice a pattern in the attitude in heaven over even one 

lost person returning home in the threefold parable in Luke 15?  

“…there is more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner who 

repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons who do 

not need to repent” (Luke 15:7, emphasis).  

“…there is rejoicing in the presence of the angels of God 

over one sinner who repents” (Luke 15:10, emphasis).  

“ Let’s have a feast and celebrate. For this son of mine 

was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.’ So 

they began to celebrate” (Luke 15:23, emphasis).  

Multiplied thousands of Christians today have no vital 

connection with Jesus’ local body, the church. I wonder if it’s 

partially because of our highly individualized approach to 

evangelizing. “Repent as an individual sinner and place personal 

faith in Jesus.” This is certainly not wrong…just incomplete. This 

approach necessitates a “second” conversion, this time into 

community. Justification by faith has both an individual component 

and a community component. We are together on mission. 

What would happen if we encouraged those we led to Christ to 

throw a “Levi Party” (Mark 2:15-17) for their friends, family and 

acquaintances? Perhaps during the party, we could introduce those 

who were open to one of the stories of Jesus, like Jesus as the light 

of the world. Imagine! What could this do for the life-journey of the 

new Christian, to begin by publicly identifying with Jesus? What 

could it do for his/her freedom? And also for the friends?  

When a person first comes to Christ, they normally have a wider 

range of friends without faith in Christ. The Bible uses the word 

oikos to describe the network of our extended family and friends. 

One way to express this newfound joy in Christ is to throw a party 

for your friends and also invite your new friends from your local 

church. Make it highly relational around food and fun and see what 

happens. No matter how long we have been a Christian, we can 

make such a mix happen. 
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I mentioned in a “Levi party” the mixture between unsaved 

friends and our new friends from our local church. As the Body of 

Christ relates in love and unity, this provides an eloquent 

demonstration of the Reality that Jesus is alive, sees and cares. It’s 

tough to refute. This togetherness is the clearest demonstration of 

the Reality of belongingness or connectedness…one of the deepest 

needs in people.  

When the time came, God did not simply send angels. The 

Father sent His own Son, Jesus. God came personally to live among 

His lost world and to pursue them through His people. The Father 

sent us Jesus and now sends us in the same way He sent Jesus (John 

17:18; 20:21). According to God’s unchanging Eden-intent, the 

Community-God draws the lost back “home” to the Father, Son and 

Spirit. Wherever Jesus goes, He brings the Father and Spirit with 

Him. Wherever we go, we carry this same “sentness.” Carefully 

consider what Jesus prayed to His Father. 

“I pray…that all of them may be one, Father, just as you 

are in me and I am in you. May they also be in us so that 

the world may believe that you have sent me… that 

they may be one as we are one. I in them and you in me. 

May they be brought to complete unity to let the world 

know that you sent me and have loved them, even as 

you have loved me.” (John 17:20-23, emphasis). 

The clearest testimony of the Reality of Jesus, the most 

irrefutable evidence, is the functioning oneness expressed through 

your local faith-community. Again, from start to finish in his Gospel 

from his perspective sixty years after Jesus’ death, John emphasizes 

relational Christianity. We are together on mission. 

Since “the way in is also the way on,” are we evangelizing in a 

way to build new believers up in discipleship in community unity? 

Disciples, learners in community, followers of Jesus, were on Jesus’ 

heart. We must break free from our very individualistic stereotypes 

of sharing the Gospel. Tap into this power of community koinonia 

for evangelism, like in Jesus’ final prayer in John 17:20-23. 

Since the Father is always at work, ongoing compassion for the 

lost is a mark of a committed disciple. Invite them to join. Since 

community is a strong felt-need in our society today, small groups 
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in the workplace that are open to invite others are good vehicles, 

targeting felt needs. Become intentionally relational by choosing to 

invite and include others as a credible witness.  

Jesus uses the metaphors of fishing and farming. Both require 

an initial plan or approach. A good farmer and fisherman patiently 

works within the process, yet with flexible, adaptable, agile 

responses arising from unique circumstances. How comfortable do 

you feel to approach a person at work as an inviter-&-includer when 

you feel that Holy Spirit nudge?  

Like Jesus, dial up our awareness that the Father is always 

working. Imitate Jesus as He chose to partner with Him, asking for 

discernment along the way of life (Acts 10:38; John 5:17+19). 

“What are you doing in this person’s life now, Father?” Simply 

brilliant! This is not only the best approach to the person, but also 

teaches us how to stay in touch with the Father’s heart. Expect such 

creative tensions. We need these to stay alive, even if they make 

some of us uncomfortable. Here are some thoughts to help us 

develop as more credible witnesses. Yet begin where you are now! 

• Our intended end is to make them like us as we follow Jesus, 

though our chosen means is to make ourselves like them to 

dismantle any non-essential barriers to our Christian walk.  

• It’s been said, “People don’t care about what we know until 

they know we care.”  

• If we want our “garden plot” to become like us in our 

Christian desires to follow Jesus with passion, then we need 

to become one with them by showing Jesus’ compassion.  

• Jesus was inclusive as He reached out to all to include them 

into His exclusive Family that is available only as each make 

a determined decision. 

Are we inclusive in our workplace and neighborhood? Do we 

show compassion to those in need? Do others know we care? Are 

we dismantling “old wineskin” responses that build artificial 

barriers? For today, it’s OK wherever you are. Our Team-of-Three 

plus friends in your local faith-community can come around you and 

take you from where you are to where you would like to be. 

Do we know the Father’s welcoming heart? What part are you 

willing to pay so heaven experiences joy? 



  

 

9.  God-Given Audience: The Workplace 

How do you approach a person at work? Or approach a stranger 

when you feel that subtle, gentle Holy Spirit nudge to engage them 

conversationally?  

God transmits His love most effectively through relationships, 

especially through those already-existing relationships that together 

form our personal social webs. Is such evangelism possible in our 

fragmented Western society in the 21st century? My answer is, “Yes, 

it is.” Even essential.  

More crucial: What is your answer? Do your actions align? 

Begin to look at your life differently. For instance, every 

workplace is a place of God’s presence…when you are there. 

You’re not simply employed by your boss but assigned by the King 

of kings to God-Assignments in your “garden plot.” Learn to lean 

into His divine whispers and gentle promptings so you can see what 

the Father is doing in your workplace. Then join what He is doing 

(John 5:17-19).  

I wish I had such a clear perspective for all my Christian life. As 

I approached retirement, I still had energy and wanted to influence 

others even more in their spiritual life. As part of exploring what to 

retire “unto” at a mission conference, a speaker said: 

“20% of the people do 80% of the work in the church.” 

I had heard this statement often before, followed by a passionate 

appeal for more volunteers in the church. In a mission coreference, I 

was surprised by the Spirit with business world with what followed! 

“I think that’s about right, that only 20% of the people do 

80% of the work in the church because the other 80% are 

actively responding to God’s call to the work-world.” 

The speaker had hooked me!  

When I got home, I listened to his series of sermons on the 

workplace. For me, this quote expanded what I had previously 

glimpsed in God’s heart from His Word, like a flower fulfills the 

seed. Like a fresh breeze, this began to recapture portions of God’s 

purpose for my everyday life the next years in the business world. 
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How many hours do you work each week in your job?  

Many spend 50%-80% of our waking hours during our work 

week in work related activities. Many Christians find work 

mundane, simply waiting for “Thank God it’s Friday.” Jesus 

recognized no such “secular/sacred” dichotomy in His life. When 

we confess “Jesus is Lord of my life,” that means that my 24/7 life 

is His to “spend” as He wants…including our workplace. Read 

Paul’s helpful words from Petersen’s mini-commentary. 

Servants, respectfully obey your earthly masters but 

always with an eye to obeying the real master, Christ. 

Don’t just do what you have to do to get by, but work 

heartily, as Christ’s servants doing what God wants you to 

do. And work with a smile on your face, always keeping in 

mind that no matter who happens to be giving the orders, 

you’re really serving God. Good work will get you good 

pay from the Master, regardless of whether you are slave 

or free (Ephesians 6:5-8, The Message; compare also 

Colossians 3:22-25). 

Jot down all the specifics you see here directly or implied. 

How does your normal workday match up to this?  

The possibilities to change lie within the reach of all. Paul 

selects the lowliest occupation of his time to illustrate our attitudes 

and responses in our work-world…slaves with no rights. Your job 

may be tough. How does it compare with that of a 1st century slave?  

Paul calls these slaves…and us today…to obey and serve our 

earthly masters in the same way we obey our Lord Jesus. Live to an 

audience of Three-in-One in our workplace. Our God-Assignment is 

to wholeheartedly embrace our jobs with competence and 

enthusiasm, even when no one is watching.  

Why?  

Because we are serving our Lord Jesus Christ, just as much as 

we do when we sit in a worship service Sunday morning. We join 

Jesus in the world on His epic adventure to win the hearts of His 

prodigal world of people back to His Father. Who else has such 

close proximity both to those with whom you work and with Life 

Himself? This revolutionary 1st century perspective reorients us to 

draw life today from our eternal inheritance and freely give it away. 
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Such a view sets us apart to make a difference in the circle of the 

world we touch, our “garden plot.”  

What we may have previously viewed as “meaningless” is now 

striped with meaning because we know God. The Father, Son, and 

Spirit are present everywhere we go as our collaborative 

Teammates. We are the temple of the Living God and carry the 

dawning light of God into our work-world (Matthew 4:16). 

Because God became permanently incarnate in the human race 

in Jesus of Nazareth, our Team-of-Three calls us to an incarnational 

ministry of compassionate mission. Many Christians strive to find a 

job that brings them meaning. This is not wrong…just not primary. 

When we view our workplace as our place to worship and impact 

others for Christ, this infuses workhours with eternal significance. 

It’s great to find meaning in our job and the corporate mission 

statement. Regardless, we still bring meaning to our job through our 

work because we bring Jesus there. We choose to fill every moment 

with meaning because God is “with us,” even in the mundane. Do 

you see how revolutionary this mindset is? What we may have 

previously viewed as “meaningless” is now striped with meaning 

because we bring Jesus with us.  

When we walk into work, do our jobs with the same high 

commitment to excellence and creativity that an owner normally 

has. Take responsibility for our job, as if we own it. Infuse our time 

and effort in our work-world with meaning, enthusiasm, and life.  

Do you think of your work this way, whether your job is 

meaningful in itself or not?  

Work is not what we do until we arrive at “thank God it’s 

Friday” so we can then do Christian stuff. If so, we probably drift in 

our jobs into some numbed out existence missing His opportunities. 

Such responses undermine our credible witness as “living letters.” 

Besides, our Family-of-Three longs to deepen relationship with 

us as we continue on this epic adventure with Him. He wants us to 

experience this personally. Our incredibly creative God has a unique 

call on your life. He invites you into His crusade at the point that 

will release the most meaning and fruit for you.  

When we work like this, workmates will ask why we work so 

hard with a great attitude and don’t gripe (1 Peter 3:15). Be ready to 
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give them an answer. “I’m a follower of Jesus. He is alive and 

works with me at me job because He cares.” But in your words. 

Jesus sends us in the footsteps of Jesus as servant-warriors, 

recovering territory for His Kingdom. We are “not of the world but 

sent as His army into the world” (John 17:16-18). We have a 

different source of life since we are our Father’s beloved children 

and servant/warriors. Yet our Team-of-Three also has God-

Assignments for us each day as He sends us into the world as salt 

and light and accompanies us as partners.  

Cultivate this spirit of “sentness” (John 17:18, 20:21). Then we 

progressively become the kind of person who routinely walks more 

like Jesus and practices the words and works of the Kingdom with a 

rhythm and routine that releases increase. God’s original Eden-

mandate has never been rescinded. Work is divinely created, part of 

our pre-Fall world (Genesis 2:15). 

God uniquely fashioned in us a need for both intimate 

belonging (“image and likeness”) and for purpose as trusted co-

rulers (“be fruitful, increase, rule”). God engraved His dreams for 

us into the core of our being (Ephesians 2:10; Psalm 139:16). Know 

our identity and authority and give it away as stewards. Rightly 

seen, Jesus is altogether attractive so confidently carry Jesus’ 

authority into daily life with no shame about His Name. Tell others: 

“Jesus is alive. He sees and cares about you.” 

Compassionate mission happens in everyday, ordinary moments 

because we are together on mission. As scattered servants, we bring 

God’s presence to immerse them in life. We come alive in His 

presence as we embrace our identity and unlock the delegated 

authority we carry. God gives you this authority as His “cultural 

architect” to shape culture in your “garden plot,” bringing order out 

of chaos. Set the temperature as a thermostat rather than simply 

measuring your environment as a thermometer.  

Such a “philosophy of life” demands a large framework to 

fulfill this expansive call to partner on God’s epic adventure. 

Genesis 1 and 2 and the incarnate life of Jesus give us such a large 

and accurate theological grid for God’s call into the world and the 

marketplace. 

Finish “Telling MY Story” in group. What is your strategy to 

seek more opportunities to share Jesus? 



  

10. “Who Is my Neighbor?” 

The question above is easy for us to answer today. Yet we may 

miss crucial nuances Jesus communicated to His 1st century 

audience. Let’s look at some 1st century background to better 

understand Jesus’ fuller view of who our neighbor is. 

In Luke 10:25-37, an expert of the law comes to Jesus to trip 

Him up. “How can I inherit eternal life?” Of course, eternal life is 

not earned, deserved or inherited, but only received as a gift through 

faith. Jesus does not take the bait and asks a counter question (v 26). 

The expert’s answer is spot on, probably echoing what he had 

heard Jesus previously teach. “Love God” and “Love your neighbor 

as yourself.” One time in the OT, the second part is given (Lev. 

19:18). As far as we know in history, Jesus is the first to put these 

two thoughts together as an ethic. The Jews however interpreted 

“neighbor” as “fellow Jews only,” excluding all non-Jews as 

outside the scope of this command. Jesus quote below reveals both 

the exclusive hearts of the 1st century Jews and Jesus’ inclusivity. 

“[You say] ‘Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.’ 

But I tell you, love your enemies [so] that you may be 

children of your Father in heaven”  

(Jesus in Matthew 5:43-45, emphasis). 

Jesus affirms that the expert is spot-on theologically. And then 

confronts his heart when he tells him to “do” this. Put this into 

practice and you will live (28). The kicker is that this is impossible 

to do separate from Jesus. The expert tried to justify his actions. The 

question behind the question is: “Tell be exactly whom I’m expected 

to love so I can secure me some eternal life. Draw the parameters 

for the minimum requirement.” He wanted Jesus to limit the scope 

of a “neighbor” to only Jews.  

Again, Jesus neatly sidesteps the trap and recites the well-

known parable of the Good Samaritan. Now, Samaritans were hated 

by the Jews as half-breeds, the lowest of the Gentiles. The parable 

has two Jewish religious pros as the boobs (priest and Levite) and 

the hated Samaritan as the hero (10:30-35). Their prejudices were so 

deeply engrained that Jesus’ teaching scandalized any “good” Jew. 
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Jesus completely turns this “neighbor-love” around on the 

expert. “Love does not limit who your neighbor is. Love asks: ‘To 

whom can I be a neighbor?’” Jesus widens the scope of neighbor. 

Your neighbor is whoever is in your sphere of influence, like your 

oikos or “garden plot” discussed earlier. Wherever we regularly do 

life, these people in relational proximity are our neighbors, our God-

given “garden plot” to cultivate, whether work or recreation.  

From this point forward, no one would have the latitude to limit 

the definition of neighbor to people like themselves and still claim 

they were following Jesus. Jesus throws out all prejudice and 

discrimination on any grounds. Neighbor-love has no religious, 

geographic or ethnic limits. This reflects God’s heart of “God so 

loved the world that He gave….” Neighbor-love as a follower of 

Jesus calls us to love and serve the highest and best of those in our 

proximity. 

Talk about a call on our lives that stretches us beyond our 

natural abilities! No wonder Jesus gives this two-fold God-

Assignment to anyone who calls themselves a follower of Jesus. 

“They are not of the world, even as I am not of it…. As 

you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the 

world (Jesus in John 17:16+18, emphasis). 

We are not “of the world.” We have a different source of life 

and meaning and perspective from the world. Our source of life is 

our Family-of-Three. Note John 17:17+19, “sanctify,” or set apart, 

the necessary prerequisite for living out such neighbor-love. Yet we 

are also sent “into the world” just like the Father sent Jesus. “Not of 

the world yet sent into the world” is a creative tension that draws 

our lives upward for wisdom, strength, and perspective. 

How can we walk this out? How can we develop the inward 

character needed to be such people coupled with the authority to 

live out neighbor-love with those in our “garden plots” or “oikos”? 

In His Sermon on the Mount, a brilliant sermon showing His 

people how to live together out of His freedom, Jesus gives us two 

common pictures of the day as part of our identity. Salt and light 

sketch out how we organically and naturally influence the world of 

people around us. Who we are determines what we do. 
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“You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its 

saltiness, how can it be made salty again?”  

(Matthew 5:13, emphasis). 

“You are the light of the world. A town built on a hill 

cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and put 

it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it 

gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let 

your light shine before others, that they may see your 

good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven”  

(Matthew 5:13, emphasis). 

For maximum impact both salt and light need to be pure and in 

close proximity with what they influence to fulfill their God-given 

mission. Salt in a saltshaker and light under a cover have no impact, 

no matter how pure they are. If salt or light hide, they lose meaning. 

Salt must get out of the saltshaker. Light must be uncovered. 

SALT – radical identification: Salt must come in direct contact 

to be effective. Salt in the shaker may be ornate but has no 

influence. As salt, we are radically identified with our secular 

society in order to preserve and flavor, even while maintaining our 

distinctiveness as salty salt. We are salt to heal wounds of those 

around us. We are salt in order to preserve from decay and to bring 

out the flavor of those around us. We are “sent into the world,” our 

mission field, our “garden plot” in the world to relate life-on-life to 

cultivate our neighbors (those in proximity, whether at home, work 

or recreation).  

LIGHT – radical differentiation: As light, we are radically 

differentiated in order to dispel darkness (“not of the world”). We 

are different at the core of our being so credible witnesses, yet still 

in contact to dispel darkness. My “garden plot” of the world to 

which God sends me may be completely blind to His Light. 

However, they will still feel His warmth as I walk as a “presence 

person,” even if they cannot explain it. Display your light brightly 

to shine on those around you through your “good deeds” that dispel 

darkness. 

Salt points to radical identification with what needs preserved. 

Light points to radical differentiation with what is displaced. Learn 

to live powerfully in a world that is out of sync with God. 
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Wherever we live our life in the world, the people in relational 

proximity are our neighbors, our God-given “garden plot” to 

cultivate. These include those living in our geographical 

neighborhood, as well as those with whom we work or have regular 

contact. Be intentionally present to them. This is His God-bathed 

world so wherever we are, we are His temple and also God is 

already present. Casually chat with “L-shaped” listening, both to 

the person and to the Spirit, inwardly asking, “What is the Father 

doing?” Your lost neighbor is essential to your spiritual vitality as 

much as you are essential to his/her introduction to Jesus.  

As salt and light, God sends us out as community to become a 

people who are “mission points.” We scatter to our daily 

occupations and recreation with the vocation and assignments to 

shape our little world with His presence. God places us where we 

are for His purpose. Our Team-of-Three is counting on you as His 

co-worker to bring this world hope in this life and beyond.  

Any group without vision for reaching out will become a Dead 

Sea, ultimately choking off life and substituting structure and forms. 

Recognize that Jesus is a man for others. The first word God speaks 

to our hearts is: “Forgiven and restored.” The second is “Go 

therefore” into the highways and byways of our ever day lives to 

see what the Father is doing. Our lives are characterized by a sense 

of “sentness.” Wherever we go, God wears us on His mission.  

How do we shift to this view of life?  

It’s a process. It takes time and effort. First, read the Gospels 

and imitate how Jesus related to the lost (the woman at the well in 

John 4 is a good place to begin). Keep our eyes open for God-

opportunities in a “naturally supernatural” way. Ask “what’s the 

Father doing,” without judgment and with generous good works.  

Routinely slow down long enough to be thoughtful about our 

lives with “one foot raised” in readiness to respond. Do good works 

toward others so they are aware of God’s visitation through you (1 

Peter 2:12). We are living letters, making God visible to others. 

Listen, not just to what they say, but also to their heart. Risk to see 

opportunities to turn a conversation toward spiritual nuggets. 

Be intentionally present with them since the Father is actively 

working (John 5:17+19). God is already present at this place in this 

time in His God-bathed world. Do we have eyes to see? 



  

11.  Good News! God’s Story for the Ages 

Many feel they live unfulfilled, disconnected lives in an unsafe 

world. Every society seeks answers to this colossal struggle between 

good/evil. Like a drama with seven acts, Jesus came and brought a 

new kind of life to fulfill God’s original design and intent. This 

astounding life-to-death-to-life drama is simple enough to diagram 

on an envelope, yet powerful enough to restore each of us to 

intimacy with God forever. Get familiar with this without somehow 

feeling a weight to “master” this now. “Layer” learning is the ideal. 

1st ACT: PRIOR: The relational Trinity, Father, Son and Spirit, 

is the eternal Creator and King of all, both in the 

heavens and on earth. He has always existed 

before time as a Community-of-Three. What God 

creates reflects who He is. God is relational at 

His core, good (6 times in the creation account), 

great (God spoke; it happened), and generous in His bounty (vast 

variety in creation). 

2nd ACT: CREATION: This generous, loving God initiated to 

create the universe. This world is the theater of His 

glory. He created His world “good” to fill with 

Himself (six times). Then the Creator placed His 

crown-jewel at the center, created man and woman 

“very good.” God fashioned His image-bearers as 

much like Him as created, finite beings could be.  

Why? To receive and give away His life and love as co-regents 

with Him over His world. God created humanity for (1) relationship 

(image/likeness), (2) purpose (cultivating our unique world of 

people to release life), and (3) with a culture of cooperative 

mutuality, to be blessed and to bless others. How much does this 

“original goodness” seem like the world today? What happened? 

3rd ACT: FALL: Part of God’s creation rebelled against their 

King and Creator, choosing to go rogue. A third of 

the angelic beings followed their leader, Satan, in 

his rebellious coup against God. Sin seeks to pull 

others down, so God’s archenemy deceived the 

crown-jewel of God’s creation at the point of God’s 
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simple test of love and obedience (Genesis 2:16-17). All humanity 

joined Satan’s rebellion. They chose sin and rebellion, walked away 

from relationship with God, and pulled down all of creation with 

them since God had delegated rule to humanity.  

This choice to join Satan’s coupe fractured who we are as 

image-bearers, separated us from God’s life, removed our “original 

goodness,” and made us less human than God designed. Satan then 

usurped humanity’s forfeited rulership over the earth and has 

brought evil and pain and death into the world ever since (Eph 2:2).  

4th ACT: TESTING: God immediately launched a rescue and 

restoration operation. Humanity is now born in 

Adam’s likeness and image (Genesis 5:3), a distortion 

of God’s original intent. From Genesis 4 until the 

coming of Jesus, God initiates to demonstrate His 

faithfulness despite the unfaithfulness of His people.  

Read the repeated cycle of humanity in the Old Testament (OT) 

as they fail every test. Even though God blesses His people and calls 

them to be His light to the world, their eyes wandered, turning to 

their own ways and to idols. When the weight of their fractured 

lives became too heavy, they cried out to God. God then faithfully 

and patiently intervened…until His people turned away again. 

Humanity repeatedly proves it cannot lead a satisfying life on 

his/her own separate from God. From Genesis 3 on, all of history 

points forward toward the coming of Jesus. 

5th ACT: RESTORATION: Because of God’s compassionate 

heart, King Jesus invaded His world to pay the greatest price 

imaginable to redeem and restore humanity. Only the Creator could 

stand in the place of His creation as substitute to pay the price of 

humanity’s rebellion. This provides the unique way back to the 

Father’s heart to full His original Eden-intent…for everyone who 

bows our knee to Jesus’ authority over our lives.  

Jesus came from heaven, lived and died, and was raised by the 

Father’s love and power to make relationship with 

God accessible for all. Through these acts of full 

abandonment to the Father, Jesus defeated Satan 

and made His eternal life and authority available to 

all by faith. Only you can keep you from God. As 

we give our full allegiance to our Creator and King, He breaks the 
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chains that bound, restoring us to the Father’s love. The rescued 

then become the rescuers. In His Family, Jesus trains up and calls 

together a multi-generational, multi-racial Kingdom army to restore 

the world of people to Him. Out of our restored image, we are all-in 

with the sweet surrender of wholehearted allegiance as we become 

more like Jesus in both our being and our doing.  

6th ACT: INTIMATE ALLIES: Through His life and death, 

resurrection and ascension, Jesus birthed the church by the Spirit to 

be disciples who make disciples. We now live in 

the gap between Jesus’ smashing victory and its 

consummation. Jesus now calls each of us to merge 

our small stories into His one Big-Story by 

responding to Jesus with: “I give you my full 

allegiance, my King!” At the instant of faith (faith = resting our 

lives completely on Jesus), we receive His life in full, authentic life 

with His delegated authority to partner with our Team-of-Three, 

like in Genesis 1. We “grasp hands” as full partners in life. 

At the instant of faith, God restores His original design and 

purpose for His crown-jewel, restoring spirituality…plus more! God 

invites His people into the intimate relationship of our Family-of-

Three, Father, Son and Spirit. Never becoming lit’l gods, what a 

horror to think if we know God. Yet so close, so intimate, that He is 

in us and we are in Him. We are finally free to enjoy what God 

fashioned us for, to be together on mission. We have unbroken 

intimacy with Him and partner with God as intimate allies in His 

adventure to restore men and women to His Father’s heart.  

We now join something greater and grander than ourselves, 

something worth investing our entire lives into. Now God has 

placed all His people in strategic places. We actively invite those in 

our sphere of influence to join Jesus in this epic adventure and to 

raise them up to take their place in His adventure. Although we still 

remain very much in-process until the 7th Act, we are all-in since 

battlefields do not have bleachers for spectators.  

7th ACT: CONSUMATION: We eagerly await the great Day 

of the LORD when Jesus returns again, triumphant in His great 

power and glory. At that time, He will bring completion to all He 

began in the Garden…PLUS! On this Day of the Lord, God will 

reward His people and punish those who choose to rebel.  
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This 7th Act, His Second Coming in great power and brilliance, 

will restore the full Reality of His creation-intent since Jesus’ 

smashing victory over God’s archenemy was full and final. Satan is 

defeated, but not yet destroyed, the “already, but not yet” of 

God’s relationship with us.  

Commission: Until Jesus returns again, God’s people stand in 

His authority at the intersection in this 6th Act of the 

clash between the Kingdom of God and the 

dominion of Satan. We partner hand-in-hand 

together with Jesus in this attack/counterattack 

warfare as we carry His delegated authority (see 

Jesus in Mark 1:38-39). Is your vision of life large enough? 

Please don’t try to memorize this, although take time to make it 

familiar. Freely give ourselves in the sweet surrender of 

wholehearted allegiance to Jesus in His epic adventure to claim 

what is rightfully His. Give our strength to help others experience 

the joy-saturated life and love of the Father, Son and Spirit. 

Jesus approached people where His life and provision would be 

most accessible for the individual. Engage our culture so they 

cannot “casually walk away” from the life of Jesus in you. Jesus 

touched the raw edges of lives, and often “got into trouble” and had 

awkward moments. No matter! Jesus, the “Word,” came to have an 

impact and He willingly risked so His walk impacted others. Learn 

to become “inviters-&-includers.” 

So, stop playing safe and decide to risk-take: “I will suit up for 

battle with Jesus as His servant/warrior in God’s Kingdom for the 

sake of our Father and His world. I will take up the weapons God 

provides to restore His creation to its rightful King.”  

Find natural ways to bring Jesus into your conversations. The 

Father is always working (John 5:17) so ask what the Father is 

doing in this conversation. Continue if there is openness. Give space 

if you sense no openness. We don’t make things happen. Our Team-

of-Three is in charge and we simply join them in partnership.  

God has no greater call than to give you all!  



 

12. “By All Legitimate Means” Today 

What are some legitimate means to connect with those without 

Jesus in our culture today as we share the one message? 

Every generation of Christians must discover an answer to this 

question for their culture and our unique “garden plots.” Last 

generation’s answer doesn’t work. Our faith began with the death 

and the resurrection of Jesus and continues with it. The message is 

unchanging, even if our audience sneers or thinks it’s foolish. 

Our Christian faith was birthed by a compound event, the life 

and death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus. The NT documents 

faithfully testify to this event and its life-implications. However, is 

your method of sharing Jesus as the crucified and resurrected Savior 

designed for the people you relate with in your “garden plot”? Or 

do we make it unnecessarily difficult because of past traditions? 

It’s no secret that the religious landscape in America has shifted 

in the past fifty years. Sociologists call our current US culture a 

post-Christian culture. The majority has been exposed to 

Christianity in the past, but now they opt for a different source of 

life. Their worldview, or mental map, regarding where to find life 

and meaning and satisfaction has changed.  

“The de-churched exited church because they found the 

version of Christianity they grew up with unconvincing, 

uninspiring and, ultimately, un—as in not believable.”1 

In the 1950’s - 1970’s, Billy Graham won hundreds of 

thousands to a saving faith in Jesus Christ. His staple in all his 

messages was to hold up the Bible and trumpet, “God’s Word 

says….” His audience had a high belief in the authority of Scripture, 

so the Bible was a credible witness then. This could subtly convey 

to those today that our new life is rooted primarily in the Bible, and 

not in a person, Jesus Christ revealed in Scripture, and in an event, 

His death and resurrection. 

Our faith results in a living relationship with the resurrected 

Jesus Christ as our Lord so let’s not complicate what our Team-of-

Three has made simple (2 Corinthians 11:3). Perhaps our culture 

today may closely parallel Paul’s experience as he moved from a 
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Jewish audience with their high view of OT Scripture to a pagan 

audience where the OT Scripture was not a credible witness. 

God’s Word is just as much our authority today…for followers 

of Jesus. What I’m exploring does not undermine the inspiration of 

Scripture or its indispensable role in growing disciples of Jesus. The 

NT is our authority in all matters of faith and life. 

However, I’m asking: “Is the Bible a credible witness today for 

those with whom you share the Good News?” 

We must boldly ask this question if we will follow Jesus and 

Peter and Philip and Paul and Barnabas in their strategy. Share the 

unchanging message of Jesus and His death/resurrection, fruitfully 

like they did with flexible and adaptable methods or means like new 

wineskins (1 Corinthians 1:18-25+2:2). 

The world hated Jesus in His day and still wants to follow Adam 

more than Jesus. The polls indicate today though that the majority of 

post-Christian millennials today have low to no tolerance for faith-

based answers to what they perceive as fact-based questions. The 

Bible is not their authority, just like if a Muslim Imam shared their 

faith with a Christian based on the authority of the Quran.  

Clearly, Jesus and Paul were not married to any one approach. 

They were married to their mission and to its unchanging message 

of Jesus’ death/resurrection, and to a strategy to make disciples “by 

all legitimate means.” Paul willingly connected through whatever 

means opened up the hearts of his unique audience as a credible 

witness. “Become all things to win as many as possible, without 

compromising our message or our walk with Jesus.”  

Though I am free and belong to no one, I have made 

myself a slave to everyone, to win as many as possible…. 

To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have 

become all things to all people so that by all possible 

means I might save some (1 Corinthians 9:19+22). 

How about our creativity today with effective means to make 

disciples? Not converts, but disciples, followers and learners of 

Jesus. That’s Jesus’ plan (Matthew 28:18-20). 

As followers of Jesus, we may not need to change what we 

believe, although we may need to change the way we talk about 

what we believe. And when the world criticizes what is in the Bible, 
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the OT is normally the target. Nowhere are we instructed to defend 

the morality of every event chronicled in the OT. We do not need 

archeological finds to prove our faith. Apologetics is understandable 

for Christians because we already view life through faith. And if 

apologetics convinced a person’s mind without penetrating their 

heart, they would be worse off than before. The Gospel is 

“foolishness” to those without Christ (1 Corinthians 1:18). Don’t 

feel obligated to give answer their criticism of the Bible. It’s 

probably not their authority and our new life is based on Christ.  

“Good question. I wonder the same thing. However, my faith is 

based in Jesus, not that. He’s alive. We communicate daily and 

grow in our relationship as He continues to change me. I wouldn’t 

trade a moment of my life with Jesus for all the time before.” 

Personally, with most people I would be careful with “The Bible 

says…” as my method. When I was manager of a team of twenty 

and a person came to me with a problem, I would ask them if they 

would be open to hear my suggestion “from my philosophy of life.” 

Everyone has one of those! If yes, I would tell them I’m a follower 

of Jesus and share advice from my-life experience. Without quoting 

the Bible. With the Athenian philosophers, Paul never quoted the 

Bible. Instead, he described creation from a Biblical perspective and 

quoted one a line from their poets that aligned with Scriptural truth. 

I managed and led and trained a department of twenty from my 

“philosophy of life.” Most everything I did in team-building and in 

helping them towards professional and personal growth remained 

the same as I would disciple a Christian. My “philosophy of life” 

aligned with NT teaching, best I knew at the time. However, I did 

not quote Scripture. You choose your approach. 

Peter tells us to be ready to answer anyone who asks about the 

hope in us (1 Peter 3:15). “How can you respond with patience 

when that person treats you so badly?”  

This only happens as our life aligns with how Jesus related with 

His Father and interacted with people. Then remain flexible with 

how you approach them. This approach seems to me to be less 

complicated and altogether more demanding because it forces us to 

grow our living faith, and not rely on formulas. This style demands 

our ongoing, lifelong, persistent growth in Christlikeness. I suspect 

that’s why Paul wrote the following to his friend, Philemon. 
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I pray that you may be active in sharing your faith, so that 

you will have a full understanding of every good thing we 

have in Christ (Philemon 6, original NIV, emphasis). 

The possibilities to accelerate our personal spiritual growth are 

extraordinary as we begin to actively pay attention to what the 

Father is doing with those in our “garden plot.” 

“So, Jim, does this mean that I never use the Bible today in 

sharing Jesus with others?” 

Of course not! Know your audience. If they come from a 

Christian background where the Bible is their credible witness, 

certainly. I’m simply saying there seems to be fewer and fewer of 

these people around today. The discernment question is: “Father, 

what is a credible witness for this person?”  

Are you getting a feel for how flexible and adaptable this 

strategy was for the 1st century church and could be for us today?  

Again, many who study this stuff are saying that post-Christians 

and even non-Christians still tend to have a favorable view of Jesus. 

This is something 1st century believers did not have going for them. 

Christianity begins and continues on with Jesus as central. So, the 

narratives surrounding the life of Jesus are crucial, especially 

reading through the Gospel of John with them when they are open. 

How does Jesus’ 1st century model of walk/word/works fit with a 

more flexible means or method? 

Perfectly! The larger picture is that Jesus walked with the Father 

consistently, and shared His word with people where they were, 

mostly in a conversational way. As Jesus discerned what the Father 

was doing, He did works of compassion and/or power (like healing, 

casting out demons, words of insight) as needed. No fixed formula 

but more a way of life, like Peter and Paul also imitated. This 

flexible style fruitfully works in any culture with any people. 

Every generation of followers of Jesus must be prepared with a 

verbal explanation of Jesus to their generation of why they follow 

Jesus. Our walk must underscore, rather than undermine, our words. 

The “Word became flesh and dwelt among us,” and the “us’ Jesus 

dwelt among documented it for the rest of us. 

“Jesus is alive. I talk to Him and He cares about you.” Those 

who have been freed in Christ join His adventure to free captives. 



  

13. Myth Busters 

Reengage with the myths we gathered in an earlier chapter. 

Let’s take some time to explore them and gather what answers we 

have discovered together.  

Myth One: “I fear rejection from the lost.” So do I! And I 

believe there could be a healthy element to this fear, in one sense. It 

causes me to press into the Father, Son and Spirit for help, rather 

than trusting in my limited skills. Yes, my love wanes easily and 

dries up quickly, getting sidetracked into self-serving interests. Yet 

His perfect love casts out fear (1 John 4:18). This Divine Team-of-

Three, however, has loved each other with a deep mutual friendship 

from eternity past. My Senior Partners and I united together have 

enough love and otherly-ness to love others deeply for all eternity. 

When our Family-of-Three takes up residence within us, we finally 

become free to think of others, rather than ourselves. We have value 

and worth that stands up to attack. Jesus meets our deepest, God-

given needs through His eternal life, relational life shared with His 

Father and the Spirit (John 17:3). Now we have a living Model for 

authentic life as God always intended.  

Myth Two: “I don’t have a gift of evangelism.” I don’t either! 

Jesus calls us “witnesses” because the Spirit empowers, not based on 

our gifting (Acts 1:8). Some are gifted in evangelism and will do it 

better. Yet we still engage with all we are, adding our small or large 

bit. A baker does not consider a small ingredient in a recipe of minor 

significance for excellence. When we press into Jesus’ presence, He 

“makes us fishers of men.” It takes us all. We must repent (a Spirit-

initiated change of core values) and become convinced in our hearts 

that the portion of the lost world that we know is our responsibility 

for His vast search-&-rescue-&-restore operation. He continually 

seeks more junior partners like us. He will not be finished until the 

Father’s compassion captures every heart and fills every person.  

Myth Three: “I’m not good at speaking, so I can’t share my 

faith adequately.” Neither was Moses. I often freeze up when an 

open opportunity presents itself. I seldom know what to say. By 

now you may have guessed that most of these are my excuses. But 

the Spirit has promised to witness with us…and He is good at it! I 
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need to trust Him. We simply need to be willing. “God acted!” John 

highlights that the Father sent His Son into the world. This Reality 

must determine all our ways of thinking. “God Himself, the eternal 

Word, became flesh in the person of a Nazarene named Jesus and is 

Lord of all.” 

Myth Four: “I don’t know Scripture well enough and don’t 

know any apologetic proofs.” Growing as a lifelong life-learner 

through our obedient response to Scripture is necessary for each 

disciple so we grow. Sharing our faith is about knowing Jesus 

personally, not your body of Scriptural understanding. If a person 

asks a question we cannot answer when we tell His story, great! 

Turn it into an opportunity. “That’s an interesting question. I don’t 

know. Is this question important enough to you for me to look into 

it? I would enjoy doing that.” Perhaps even set a specific 

appointment to answer the question. Then go to others and 

brainstorm the question, coming up with some possibilities. The 

Spirit has promised to give us His words at the appropriate time.  

Regarding apologetics, I’m skeptical if that’s a viable approach 

in our present culture, if it had ever been. We may perhaps convince 

a lost mind with an apologetics approach. Often this does not 

change their will or convict their conscience. We are encouraged to 

focus on Jesus. Answer something like: “That is an interesting 

question about….But my relationship with Jesus is not based on 

that. What I do know though is that Jesus is alive, He cares for you 

and….” Stick with Jesus and what you do know.  

Myth Five: “I feel inept, inadequate, unworthy, without the 

kind of love needed for this. What if I mess up and they go to hell?” 

Thank you for your honesty. Suppose you are a shy person with one 

hobby you are incredibly passionate about. What would happen if I 

asked you an exploring question about your hobby? You would 

come alive! So, the answer is for Jesus to become that kind of 

passion in our lives. Then we will find His name on our lips more 

often. It’s not about how good we are. It’s about how good Jesus is. 

With God, there is no easy or hard. Without Him I cannot do 

anything anyway, so what does it matter if mountains need moved? 

Our Team-of-Three is larger than the moment’s need, vitally 

connected with us, living within, giving us our very next breath. 

God loves to partner together with us because when we work 
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together, we grow more like Him in character and actions. Remain 

in the true Vine as His branch, and fruit comes, fruit that lasts (John 

15:4+16). 

Myth Six: “The person may ask me a question I can’t answer.” 

Great opportunity! See Myth Four above and seize the opportunity 

to go back and talk to the person again. Most need more than one 

contact anyway. Be persistent. Also become comfortable with a 

theology of awe and wonder since our God is so much larger than 

our ability to comprehend. In the Gospels, Jesus began with Himself 

and His abundant provision for life. Stay close to Jesus, even if you 

can’t answer every question. The Spirit backs this (John 16:8¬11).  

Myth Seven: “Those without Christ are not interested anyway 

because they are satisfied pursuing pleasures.” Certainly, it does 

seem like the lost are uninterested in Jesus. But return to chapter 

three and read the teachings on “Universal Keys to Unlock Eternal 

Hearts.” Every person outside of Christ walks along in life with 

these jagged pieces of broken glass-shards pricking, cutting and 

slicing with excruciating pain. Jesus approached them right here, at 

their point of felt need, where the echo is most noticeable. Jesus 

sends us…all of His people…into the world of people to our 

“garden plot” as the Father sent Him (John 20:21).  

God the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit are working 

just as actively in persons in this generation as He did on Saul/Paul 

on the Damascus Road as he was on his way to destroy Christians. 

God designed each with these “keys to hearts.” They now provide a 

strategy to approach people at the point where the Father has 

already been working to awaken their conscience (John 5:17+19). 

The Father and Spirit want to operate the same way with God’s 

people as they did with Jesus (Acts 10:37¬38 + John 20:21).  

Myth Eight: “I may be insulted if I share Jesus.” Read what 

Peter has to say about learning to be a credible witness in 1 Peter.  

Myth Nine: “Your own personal myth.” Have you discovered 

reasons already to shatter your own personal myth? If not, share any 

lingering myth with the group and see what they have to offer.  

I know of only two legitimate reasons why a person is barren in 

the physical realm. First, they are too young. Spiritually, however, 

we are reborn to reproduce now. No maturing process exists before 

we may lead others to an authentic relationship with Jesus. Second, 
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there is no intimacy. How intimate are you with our Community-

God? Do you know the Father, Son and Spirit personally?  

Why should we actively seek opportunities to share the Good News? 

Add to this as you continue to strengthen this pathway of discipleship. 

• Because those who die without Christ will spend eternity 

separate from God without hope of recovery (2 Thess. 1:8-

9). 

• Because this world’s god blinds the eyes of the lost (2 Cor. 

4:4). 

• Because the philosophy and strategies of the world are set 

against God (1 Jn 2:15-17; Eph. 2:1-3; Jm 4:4; Jn 15:18-19). 

• Because our active enemy is like a roaring lion looking to 

devour God’s people (1Peter 5:8). 

• Because our self-life undermines our faith. We believe 

“myths” that short-circuit our commitment to our calling. 

Peter & Relational Evangelism 

Consider 1 Peter an option before continuing to the next 

reflections describing infiltrators. Then perhaps continue to the next 

two sections in Together on Mission.  

Peter challenges his friends to become the type of people who 

are credible witnesses in their “garden plot” of neighbors to this 

credible message. Live such a life with Jesus so that those around us 

will ask why we have such a living hope during tough times (1 Peter 

3:15). 1 Peter in my DiscipleMaking Companion guides us on a 

five-week tour through this book.1 This third great pathway of 

discipleship challenges God’s people to take our God-Assignments 

together on compassionate mission seriously in practical ways. 

What sort of a life elicits such a response? Others seek us out to ask 

about our source of hope in tough times. 

1 Peter: Relational Evangelism 

1. A Credible Message & Messenger (1 Peter 1:1-12). 

2. A Credible Messenger (1 Peter 1:13-2:12). 

3. Credible Community Relationships (1 Peter 2:13-3:12). 

4. Be Ready Always to Give an Answer (1 Peter 2:13-3:12. 

5. Don’t Be Surprised as Influencers (1Peter 4:12-5:14). 



  

 

 

 

 
 

IV.  Infiltrators 

Each generation has its own flavor, its own needs, its own way 

of seeing and doing things. It has its own questions about faith. We 

must come alongside them and help them to find their answers in 

Jesus, and not to simply rehearse our answers for our generation. 

Jesus gives us a core that is flexible enough to be nuance for each 

generation, and the generations need each other to discover these 

afresh. 

Jesus uses the two pictures of farming and fishing to parallel 

evangelism (John 4:35-36 and Mark 1:17). Both take prior training, 

time and patience. Both takes existing skills and apply them to the 

unique situation to accomplish the best ends. Fly fishing in a stream 

has similarities and differences to fishing on a lake. 

When the Father, Son and Spirit take up residence within us, we 

finally become free to think of others, rather than first of ourselves. 

Now we are free to open our eyes and see who God is looking to 



 

bless with His kindness and compassion, seeing others through the 

eyes of Jesus.   

Since our Lord’s call on our lives as His people is to make 

disciples in community, not just decisions, how did Jesus disciple? 

How did Paul disciple? In less than three weeks, the Gospel rang out 

clearly from the new converts in Thessalonica, impacting their entire 

region as they raised up active, agile disciples in community.   

So, we shift more to a strategy of infiltration, to being the 

subversive and transforming presence of Jesus in the world as salt 

and light. This calls for agile, flexible disciples, ones deeply formed 

in the “main & plain” of Christianity as “new wineskins.” Agile 

disciples then develop an ability and willingness to flex and adapt 

from that solid core in order to meet diverse cultures, people groups 

and individuals at their point of need. The Church…  

“…must learn to work as just one piece in the cultural 

mosaic, but a piece that is called to act as salt, leaven, 

and light, bridging and permeating other pieces of the 

mosaic. [This] entails immersion in cultural contexts that 

may be unfamiliar and too readily perceived as hostile.”1  

Please read through the book of Acts several times as we dialog 

on the reflections from this section. 

Where? 

And some with unique abilities are further trained to share the 

Good News, like Commandos or Navy Seals for intense hand-to-

hand combat in the streets 

NOTES: 



 

 

 

 

 
 

III.  Informal Missionaries 
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Freder’s Favorites 
Books on Amazon.Com 

Author’s Page: https://www.amazon.com/Jim-

Fredericks/e/B07595TDP1/ref=sr_tc_2_0?qid=1526585472&sr=1-2-ent 

Most authors have one key message interwoven in all they write. I’m no 

different. I write to restore an accurate Christian worldview. I attempt to 

begin with God in all my thinking in order to see God, ourselves and the 

world more like our relational Trinity does. For me, this is a relational 

Trinitarian, incarnational view of God with a high view of God’s restored 

and fulfilled new creation as one new man in Christ.  

Devotional Books, 1, 2 or 4 Pages per Chapter 

Foundation Stones – These “blog” length meditations are my reflections 

on my early Christian life. These are some key building blocks God built 

into my life that fueled 45+ years of growth as a lifelong life-learner. 

Jesus Is Enough! – A meditative guide through Jesus’ “last words” in 

John 15. This life-releasing picture of the Vine and the branches is one 

of the spiritual “artesian wells” that I return to when I struggle.  

Times of Refreshing – A 21-day devotional focusing on our spiritual 

foundation. God’s Family deserves healthy nourishment to stimulate 

growth aimed at our spiritual developmental levels on this lifelong 

adventure of faith. This short book focuses on two basic concepts, 

abundance & forgiveness from connecting with the Father and Son. 

Cultivating Enjoyment of God’s Presence – For our busy 21st century 

lives as Christians, these musings look over the shoulders of great 

Christians of the past, both in Scripture and from those who felt the 

inward longing and did something about it. They acquired the lifelong 

habit of spiritual responsiveness. Nothing is more crucial today.  
 

I don’t write for the casual Christian who is content to sit in a service 

and soak. I write to multiply disciples like Jesus, yet with three large 

concerns:  

(1) that I might convince your mind before God ravishes your heart 

with His relational love;  

(2) that you will read these books alone and be helped greatly…and 

settle for the helpful, but partial, change gained from learning as 

individuals, missing out on God’s greater call to live as “persons-in-

community;”  

(3) that you might in some way view what I write as a finished 

program that will bring growth like a vending machine! No such thing 

exists because we are following and connecting with the Living God. 



 

Books as Companions in your Study of the Bible 

90-Day Engagement with the New Testament – This companion walks us 

through the NT in 3-months. Each book is arranged in the chronological 

order. This brings out fresh insights into how the early church grew and 

what some of the progressive needs were. 

DiscipleMaking Companions (Series of eight 5-week) – When Jesus 

rescued us through faith, He drew near to us in order to draw us near to 

Himself. Each highly interactive 5-6 week “Companion” is more than a 

Bible study since the emphasis is on doing the Word together out of an 

interactive learning community. These act as an “architect” to form a 

learning culture. These eight combing a personal discovery in a key book 

in the Bible with a foundational theme. The books are: Philippians, 

Ephesians, Genesis 1-4, Mark, 1 Thessalonians, 1 Peter and Psalms. The 

themes include the Word & Spirit, Identity, Authority and five others. 

Big God! Bold Design, A Trilogy – This Trilogy fuses together what God 

is bringing to light in the last decades for our solid, life-giving historical 

roots. This primer is a basic, life-oriented theology, recapturing the 

mystery of God and the dignity of humanity as image-bearers.  

Created Community – Ephesians is Paul’s model for living a flourishing 

Christian life. Ephesians reflects the distilled essence of what Paul spoke 

as he planted and strengthened thriving churches. 

Radical Mutuality – In 1 John, the aged Apostle John felt compelled to 

write what was essential from his perch 25 years after the last NT book 

had been written. This ancient/new 1st century mental map turned the 

world upside down then, as koinonia flowing out of the relational Trinity 

can also today. 

Discover Yourself in the Psalms – The Psalms are a great source to deepen 

our devotional life, honestly expressing the raptures from the mountain 

tops and the shadows of death in valleys. A short paragraph of each 

Psalm highlight what’s crucial as it is our companion to enjoy 

relationship with our God, just to point us to Spirit-inspired insight. 

Additional Free PDF Books on my Website: 
www.JimFredericks.com 

You will find these free PDF’s under one of two tabs. Some are mostly 

developed, and others are a rough draft of my current thinking. 

• “DiscipleMaking Companions,” if they are companion to help you 

study a specific book or passage, designed more like the basic eight.  

• “Freder’s Favorites,” if the free PDF is more an exposition on a 

book or a topic.  

http://www.jimfredericks.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Here are the seven miracles in John. 

1. Turning Water into Wine (John 2) 

2. Healing of royal official’s son in Capernaum (John 4) 

3. Healing at the Pool of Bethesda on the Sabbath (John 5) 

4. Feeding the 5,000 (John 6) 

5. Walking on Water (John 6) 

6. Healing the man blind from birth (John 9) 

7. Raising of Lazarus from the dead (John 11) 

Chapter One: Inviters & Includers 

1 One study of the percentages of  those coming to Christ,  

• Evangelistic Crusades 5%  

• Visitation 1-2%  

• Special need 1-2%  

• Walk-in 2-3%  

• Sunday School 4-5%  

• Pastor 5-6%  

• Friend or relative 75-90% 

2 Michael Green, Evangelism in the Early Church, 1970, p. 210. 

3 Thomas Wolf, “The Biblical Pattern for Effective Evangelism” in The 

Pastor’s Church Growth handbook, Vol. I. 

4 John 1:40-42; John 1:43-46; Acts 10:24-27; Acts 16:13-15; Acts 16:30-

32, John 12:20-22. 

1 He has also set eternity in the human heart (Ecclesiastes 3:11). 

1 Pastor Jay Pathok. He is also the pastor later on that spoke at the 

missions conference where the Spirit of God surprised me with the 

workplace. 

1 Andy Stanley, Irresistible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan  Reflective, 2018), 

p. 268. 

1 Available through Amazon.Com, either paperback or Kindle, “1 Peter, 

Relational Evangelism” by Jim Fredericks. 

1 Eddie Gibbs, ChurchNext (Downer Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2000), 

p. 227). 


